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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
^" r
' This is the .final report for a study to define an image intensifier/image
'^^ converter (I2/IC) camera configuration. which can be utilized in various
^,,, requirements of Space Shuttle experiments.	 This work was performed under
NASA. Contract No.	 NAS9-14401, by the Perkin-Elmer. Corporation, Aerospace
^.i^ Division, Pomona, California. for the Johnson Spacer Center. 	 .Task 1, a
.trade-off study and. analysis,. was fully documented in a report submitted
'^` in February 1975.	 That report:,. which included a survey_of the ,ta e-of-
x= the-art,.. systems analysis . ,:. and discussion of design consider •aLions and
' tradeoffs, demonstrated. that. an image intensifier camera, based on concepts ,w
^^- established in Task 1 and discussed in the report, would meet the xe-
1': quirements established for it in the Statement of Work .and during dis- •
`^"^ cussions'between NASA and. Perkin-Elmer personnel,_
IV' Four system configurations were proposed. 	 Of these four,. two were recom-F^
mended -for further development in the remainder of the study.
^':^ This report covers the remainder of the study, including the design end
^`' construction of two brass boards and a power supply, and their testing
`^^ and evaluation.	 A summary of this activity is covered in Section 2. 0.
,^ ^.
' ^'' Section 3.0 describes the brass board designs for. demonstrating the relay
^^ lens approach and-the cassette approach, and the power supply.. which was •
^^.
designed and-constructed for use with'the brass boards,
1^ Section 4.0 covers the test results, and Section 5.0 presents a summary
and conclusions from the study.
n >.,
Analysis, data sheets, specifications and test plans which support. the
t. ^
report are	 ncluded . .in the append;i;x.
..
='
,.
^^
In the introduction to the Task l report, it was stated that military
,.
security requirements could pzevent Perkin-Elmer from compiling a completely
^• comp'rehensive-survey of the state-of-the-art of image intensifiers, and' ^,
I	
(
•y
that a need to knoca had been requested in order to overcome this barrier. ,-^
IC	 ^_^ If additional data was subsequently found which could have a significant
l impact on the'conclusionu of the Task l report, then this additional infor-^
Ir- oration would be submitted in a classified addendum. 	 Since thaC time, how- s'
^-"
ever, nothing has been found in the classified literature which significantly
changes the findings oz conclus7.ons of the Task 1 report, and thus a classi-
fired addendum is no	 necessary.	 The Task 1 reportthus.remains a_^irm
^^ foundation for further study, and.; provides the starting point for. the efforts ^
i`	 '•. which are repotted in this uocument.
,^ .
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2.0
	 PROJECT SUMMARY
The :following summarizes the activities which occurred following submittal
^°^ of the Task 1 report.. ^'
{. Contract Amendment/Modification 1 (S) added exhibit "B" to the Statement.
,,,^ of Work,. directing Perkin-Elmer to proceed with two brassboards, and
a power supply, the two brassboards
	 representing the most promising approaches
`r' from the Task 1 (tradeoff analysis) report. 'y
i
The pooier supply was defined as a complete workable breadboard, capable of
_^ powering the intensifier utilized in the two brassboards.
	
This amendment
further defined that in each-brassboard
	
a 35 mm camera should be used, and
'^	 ^° also added a paper design for adapting the relay lens approach brassboard
to a 16 `mm format camera. 	 A11 of this. work has been accomplished, and is
^'
,i covered	 in the remainder of this report. ;',
<,
The first step in_the procurement of an image intensifier tube was the pre-
-- paration of a specification, Appendix
	
A.
^^ Requests for quotaCion were submitted to all known :qualified manufacturers,
3 in number,. and Galileo Electro-Optics. ,  Inc. was selected on _the basis of
price and performance. 	 Manufacturers datafor. this tube are. included in '
w Appendix	 B.
"' During the early testing .phases of the relay lens approach,.	 rreparable
r ^ damage was. done to the image intensifier by inadvertent application of
voltages above the safe operating level, causing several circular dead-
^$ spots.. across the face;of the .tube:
	
The power supply was corrected to
prevent further occurrences of these high. voltages, which were found to
"'" occur when. - the supply .was abut off.
	
Subsequent amendment 2 (S)-directed ^`
^,
Perkin-Elmer to purchase a second. image intensifier from the same supplier,
„"
and also added a requirementto rework the relaydensapproach brassboard
,,;; to evaluate vignetting-which had been observed.
"° The second image intensifier delivered by Galileo was installed in the
^' cassette. brassboard, and used for evaluation of night photography in the
^^.^
^	 ^ field, with the NASA Technical Monitor present.
	
Pictures were obtained
^.	 ^„ showing acene details which would have-been 'undistingushable to the naked`
F, eye or to an ordinary camera, and the overall .performance. of the system was j
_{^ quite encouraging.	 However,-dead spots in the tube (present when received.)..
^ made its performance unacceptable, and . since Galileo was withdrawing from_
^'' the image intensifier business, there was no possibility of obtaining another ^ _'
,^^ acceptable tubefrom that vendor.' Contract AmendmentjModificaton 3 (S) ^'y^
directed Perkin-Elmer to deliver, in lieu o^ the Galileo image intensifier,:
-^°^ a 25 mm,proxmity focussed image intensifier from. any other source. 	 Necessary
delays in obtaining this image intensifier from ZTT, the only remaining qualified
^^^ vendor for this aype of device, forced a. delay: in the Perk^:n-Elmer. delivery ^
^^
-1
=.'
..^ ^:
,^A
,^'
^	 f
4
schedule-which was also modified in this amends ►ent. Data for this tube are
also included in Appendix B.
Since the ITT tube design is dimensionally different from the Galileo, this
change required . design modifications to both brassboards. With .. these modi-
fications accomplished,.the,testing program was resumed..
	
`°"	 burin reliminary test of the new ITT tube in the cassette brassboardg P
arcing occurred outside the tube, and the tube was damaged internally. This
r'
damage was manife ted by a bright spot on the output face plate, which appeared
	
I::r	 only at the higher gain. settings. The tube was returned to ITT for evaluation
of the damage and its cause. Lt was Perkin-Elmer's contention that the damage
	
""	 was related to poor encapsulation. of the,tube by ITT, while ITT contented that
	
	^
the failure was related to Perkin-Elmer use .,f the tube.. An attempt. by ZTT to
repair the tube failed. Since anew tube was then required in order for
Perkin-Elmer to complete the contract, the impasse in regards to responsibility
M	
was resolved by an agreement that the two companies would share equally in the 	 }
cost of a replacement tube. Anew tube was subsequently ordered and delivered,..
and used .fox the.. remainder of the testing program. , This is also the tube that
will be delivered with the brassboards.
	
4 ^^.	 . __
The following sections of this report-cover the details of the .efforts following
completion of Task. L
x
n^,
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=-'i^^	 ' 3.0	 BRASSBOARD DESIGN
`"`" 3.1	 RELAY LENS BRASSBOARD
I	 ;	 ,:
v^tr
:This approach, which is discussed in Section 6.3 of the Task 1 report,:. is
r-,n	 , illustrated in Figure 3-1.	 Zt_consists of the camera fore optics, an image
intensifier module, the relay optics, and a Nikon F camera, all mounted in-
=^ line on an aluminum channel structure.
	
The purpose of the channel is to
.
provide. a simple, rigid base for testing,. without. particular concern for
-,.,,
minimum size and weight.- Figure 3-1 also shows the power supply discussed
...^, in Section. 3. 3.
`'" 3.1.1	 IMAGE INTENSIFIER MODULE
_^,
The image intensifier module is shown in Figure 3-2. .The .image intensifier.
--,
is held iri the retainer ring, which is made of Vespel to .help avoid electrical
arcing due to the high vo *_age: 	 The image intensifier is clamped -into the
-,. retainer ring . by the ring c amp a^ shown.	 `Due to differences in thickness _
between the Galileo tube and the ITT tube, this assembly was. modified as shown in the `
`^^' figure when the ITT tube replaced the Galileo tube. 	 The four leads to the tube
^	 ,:, are brought out of the bottom of the assembly.	 Two Lens mount assemblies
.join this assembly to the fore optics on one end.,. and to *_he relay lens assembly
^	 ---, on the other end.	 Commercial bayonet mounts provide an economical and reliable
means to quickly assemble and disassemble the image intensifier module.
1
^ Threaded joints in the. lens mounts provide for optical focussing. 	 They are
locked in position with the_,locking rings.
The image intensifier module is cradeled in two saddle blocks, and held in
,, place with clamps and thumb screws.	 This assembly allows enough axial move- t
ment in the'saddle blocks to accomodate changes in length due to focussing..	 The
^	 ^..
front and rear faces of the module are provided with mating halves to-the'ba-
,.,, yonet mounts on the fore optics and the relay. lens assembly respectively. ;
w
{ Figure 3-3 shows a fixture which was developed for testing the image inten-
sifier by direct contact of` the film to the output :face, -eliminating the .relay
1	 ._
^ lens, and any effects that it might have on results. 	 This fixture consists of
, two pieces, the film 'retainer and the .film cap.	 The film retainer takes the
place of the clamp ring on the image intensifier module, eliminating-all other
t parts from. this point on .back to the camera,.includng the camera.	 This .fixture
^	
e
eras used to help evaluate vig..L:tting due to the relay lens. ^
3.1.2	 RELAY LENS
-' 3
^^^= The relay lens eras formed from two standard Nikon 55 mm, f/1.2 lenses, mounted
input to input.	 This arrangemen t is rct as compact as a specially designad
h relay lens assembly would be, but it offers a readily available assembly ab ,
{^ modest cosh., and it attaches to	 .he camera without
^,
^.^. i
J
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•'.
requiring modification to either the camera or the 1F.ns.
" Since one lens mounts to the image intensifier module through a bayonet mount,.
" and the other lens mounts to the camera in the same fashion
	
all that. is
'` net^ded to join the t^=o lenses is alight shield, shown in Figure 3-4. 	 This.
donut shaped assembly includes internal. coiled springs in compression. 	 To
^
^h
^ assemble it to the lenses, it is simply compressed and. placed in position,
and then allowed to expand so as to mate . against the ends . of the lenses,-	 This.
4	
_
^F
arrangemant makes it very easy to change lenr?es. 	 ^	 `
`.^i 3.1.3	 CAMERA
",' A NASA furnished Nikon. F 35 mm camera was selected for-the study.	 This. camera
is used in the relay lens approach brassboard .without any modification what-
soever.	 It is secured to the mounting base of the brassboard with a thumb
^^` screw	 usin	 the tog	 Aped holenormall,^ used for attachment to a tripod.
=' 3.1.4	 FOREOPTICS
.-,,
Any standard Nikon lens can'be used for the foreoptcs. 	 In all of the ,tests
,,^^, in this study, a 55 mm, f/1.2 lens, identical. to those used in the .relay
',
optics., was used.
u ^''
3.1.5	 STRUCTUitE
.,, All of the components of the relay lens approach brassboard are assembled to	 t`^
a 1 3/4" x 5" aluminum channel 	 This provides a rigid, stable and economical
^^ base, allowing easy changes 'for development purposes. 	 It could naturallyba^
made smaller and lighter for flight. use.
^ A support is provided on the underside of the channel, at the center. of gravity
,^^. ^:
of the-assembly, for . mounting to an optical bench fpr to ting. 	 '^
^^
Figure 3-1 shows thebrassboard attached to the power .supply which was. also
"" developed under this study and which is described in Sscton 3.3.	 It is	 `
^^ easily attached to the brassboard with the foux h^.,Gns shown.. 	 `This assembly
greatlyfacilitates testing in the felda
^^
:`
-nr
3. l . 6	 Al1APTI0N TO 16 MM FOR ^IAr
Amendment l (S) to the cont-r^tct includes a paper design for adapting the brass-
.:
board system to a'16 mm format; camera.: This design. was carried to the .point
^-:-^	 - of a design layout.. -The-'result is shown an Figure 3-5, which uses' the NASA
16'mm DAC with-a 25 mm lens.	 -The right angle-bracket (P/N SEB-33100.277-304)
`=^' which mounts the camera to the base is in NASA inventory:.
^^' The only modification required to the base is a longitudinal slot at the
{,	 ,^;., camera end. to accomodate clearance £or r_he camera connectors and the tee mount
at the base o^ the bracket.	 In this case, the. tee is not used for mounting:
^^ the bracket.	 Tnstead,.clearance holes are drilled in the bracket for twc^
6-32 screws, which match`tF^o holes in the: channel.:
^.	
_:. _,
,
-: , The paper study also includes an analysis of the .image illumination provided
z by'a relay system made up of two lense	 of different focal lengths, which
^_,.
,,	 ,
^ ^-S
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--ould now Ue the case.
	 This analysis is included in Appendix C of this report,
,, and shows that the image illumination for the 55 mm Nikon/25 mm DAC combination
^ n^ of lenses. would be essentially the same as for the combination of two 55 mm
^;
,, Nikon lenses.. ,.
Figure 3-b compares the 16 mm camera film format with the image intensifier field
for the same combination of Nikon and DAC lenses.
^.
^`,
While performing the analysis for the image illumination, a small error was un-
covered in Section 4.4 of the Task 1 report.
	 Solving Equation 3 iri that re-
t,
^
,^ porn for I/B, gives avalue of .353, ..:Comparing ahis with the .value of .045
obtained in the analysis . in Appendix C for the relay lens composed of two ,.
' SSmm f/1.2 lenses gives a reduction in image. illumination due to the relay lens -
of 7.8 to 1 instead-of 10 to 1 reported in the Task 1 report. 	 Although the new
value-is based on more rigorous .analysis,.	 he difference in results. is not
__
considered significant.
3.2	 CASSETTE BRASSBOARD
.^.
This.. approach, which was discussed in Section 6.2 in the Task l report, is
illustrated in Figures 3-7 and 3-8.	 Figure 3-7 shows the cassette attached to
'
^,^^
the. Nikon 35 mm camera, `while Figure 3-8 shows the cassette and camera separated...
,^
^'
The cassette, which includes the image intensifier and the film supply and film
'; takeup, fastens to the camera in place of the standard .cameras ide-on back.
^. The cassette can be loaded either on or off the camera. 	 The objective is that
'"
'^^
a standard camera can be quickly converted to an image intensified camera, by
removing the standard ,back. and replacing it with a, cassette loaded with film '
best. suited for use. -with the image intensifier.
	
With one minor exception,
this goal_has been met. .That exception, which has to do with incorporating
! K^ an image intensifier of standard configuration in the camera, _is discussed
further in Section 3..2.2.
,^
3.2.1
	
CASSETTE CONSTRUCTION
:F^:
:,^:. The cassette structure consists of four (4) pieces. 	 These are the body, which
^- is an aluminum hog-out, the base extension, which is taken from a standard
" "^' camera slide.-on back, a shield which engages in 'a groove. in the camera
_.
and. the swing, back to the cassette,. which. is hinged to the body. ^'
^,
The base extension and the shield are fastened: to the body with screws. 	 The'
„^. aluminum parts are: black anodized.
	
In a design for production, the number
of structural parts could be reduced 	 to two, the body and the swing back. `'
^,,
-^
i J 3.2.2	 IMAGE INTENSIFIER INSTALLATION
_^ The--image intensifier is located in'a circular cavity in the. cassette body.,
wi h sufficient clearance to allow it to #loaf. against the film rails of the
,.^. camera,
s
Y
^^' Figure 3-9 shows the: modificatons'to the camerawhichwererequred 	 norder
^, to accomodate the 25 mm intensifier tube. 	 In the, standard camera, the film
rests against. the inner rails, at the film plane, .and is guided by the outer
-, rails which are approximately 0.3 millimeter : (.012 -inch): higher than the
inner rails.
	
Since the surface of the input face plate of the intensifier is
f
-
f-
^-8
,,
.
^

FIGURE 3-7
Image Intensifier Camera With Cassette Attached
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FIGt1RE 3-8
Image Intensifier Camera and Cassette Shown Separately
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greater than 35 mm in diameter, it was necessary to remove portions of the.
outer rails as shown in the figure.	 It was also necessary to remove material
outside this diameter on the upper side of the camera. aperture to clear the
encapsulated body of the: tube . .	 Since this. machining cut into the straight
groove which normally receives the camera back, it was necessary to cut a
new circular groove as shown.
	
Also, it was necessary to remove about 3 mm
(.12 inch) from the lower side of the plastic frame around the viewer eye
piece of the camera.: 	 .`
^.
It was . the original intent to design the cassette so as to require 'no alter- 	 ^
' ations whatsoever to the camera.	 :However, this proved to be impossible if
a standard off= the-shelfintensifier. tube. was to be used.	 In the future, it
^^
will be possible to avoid these modifications by specifying a diameter and
thickness for the input face plate which will locate the body of the tube far
enough back to avoid interference with the camera.- This would only add 3 or
4 millimeters to the length. of the face plate, which should have negligible	 `
effect on the. performance or cost of the tube other than a first .time charge
for tooling.
	
,
In order to be able to 'easily return the brassboard to a "standard" camera
' configuration, anew slide-on back was ordered. and modified as shown on
Figure 3-10.	 .The circular piece added to the top of the back engages the new__
circular groove which. was cut in the camera.
A protective cover is provided for the inpu	 face of the image intensifier tube,
to be used when .the cassette is removed 'from the camera.	 It 'is hinged ,to the	 ,
cassette body, and is retracted into a cavity in the body before the cassette
is attact;.ed to the-camera._
„.
i
.
3.2.3	 FILh1 TRANSPORT	
-	
F
v. ^a
Figure 3-11 ` is a plan view of the cassette in schematic form showing how the
^	 " film is transported across the :output. face of the image. intensifier.
::^ :. ?.
The cassette is designed..to receive a standard commercial 35 mm film cartridge,, 	 ';
-.^ as shown in the figure.	 It is placed in the cavity as shown, and is h^1d by the
leaf spring when the swing back is closed.	 The special NASA cartridge,`
^^ P/N SEB33;100775-301 can also be used, provided that the light trap.. in :the	 `
cartridge is opened:'. before the . swing back on the cassette is closed., which
--
requires that the cassette be loaded in a darkroom. 	 In the standard camera,
'-._^ this light trap is opened by a cam on the attachment mechanism on the camera
back, precluding darkroom loading.. 	 In actual productona similar mechansm-
`^° could be added to the cassette to provide this. function•..
_,
After leaving the cartridge, the film passes over a guide spool, and then_
_._ between the pressure plate and the output face of the image intensifier tube,
(The .. pressure plate is pushed against. the back of the film 	 when-the cassette
°s back is closed).	 From here itproceedsover the drive sprocket andonto the
take-up .:spool..
The configuration shown .in Fgure`3-ll,is for the ITT Image: Intensifier tube,
? which was..the final confgurationused,. 	 The, plane of the output face for the
r_ original .tube, manufactured by Galileo. Electro-Optics, Inc.-, is also shown
on the figure.	 Thee change in tubes required-moving the pressure plate
f^	
n 3-13
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^	 '^{ ^.. mechanism back, but this presented..no-problem. 	 With. the ITT tube,. thefilm
contacts an edge of .the tube, encapsulation as it passes.. to .the drive sprocket,
^- ^ but since the encapsulation is a soft pliable material, no damage to the film
it has been noted.
Figure 3-11 .also shows schematically the gear train which drives'-the sprocket
and take-up spool from a coupling on the camera,.
	 This coupling is already avail- '
able, normally being used for. connection to an electrically powered film
magazine. designed for remote operation.. Tt is spring loaded axially so that it
slips into.engagement with. a mating piece in the cassette, when the cassette
is attached to the :camera.. 	 The drive sprocket is geared directly-to this.
ccupling,.whle the take-up ;pool is driven through a slip. clutch, since. its
rotation relative to the drive sprocket must be reduced as the film builds ^`=
up on the take-up spool.
	 The drive sprocket, the take-up spool with clutch, ;:
and the film re-wind mechanism were atl salvaged from an inexpensive 3S mm
camera which had been scrapped, thus avoiding the high cost of manufacturing. ^	 ;.
{ ^ these parts specifically for this design.
,^
The,.filmis advanced by actuating. the film transport mechanism on the Nikon,:
-^ ^ in the same manner as operating the standard camera.
	 Thus one operation cocks ^^
the shutter, advances the film,. :and operates the film footage indicator.
The`film'advance in the cassette is designed to move the film 39 millimeters ^:
j for each exposure, the same as in the standard camera.
	 This results in the^,
film format shown on Figure 3-12.	 The_gear train could be redesigned, to bring ^'
^	 ,.,,,
the film frames closer together, putting more frames on a roll of film, if
}` this is desired.	 The present. format could readily accomodate data annotation
be weer the :frames,. and there is ` sufficient. space in the cassette to accomodate
'	 `,'; ,,,^,, film annotation capability,-including the associated electronics. 'a
;E: 3.3	 HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
,^
I	 `^
I,
'"^` 3.3,1	 INTRODUCTION '	 `
^. As the Image: Intensifier/Image Converter Study progressed from the study . phase ;^`
to :the breadboard phase,. power supply requirements and options necessary to f
support bre^!dboard testing were defined.	 Among these requirements was 	 the '-
'^ capability to modify the power supply circuitry in order to facilitate bread-
board. testing-snd optimize total . system performance.	 Direct accessibility to
A °*`
,^
the pawer supply circuitry also facilitates repair in theevent. of a failure..
^,
wduring testing of the system,
Circuit .;flexibility and accessibility i 	 not-:'available-in commercially-.avail-
s.M able image intensifier power supplies due to either circuit hybridization
or potting of _vendor proprietary circui^a.	 Therefore, the decision
	
was made ^;^,
to design and build a power supply which would meet the requirements of system
^M
breadboard testing and also be adaptable to flight hardware construction. l	 '.
A block diagram, showing the major building blocks of the Image Intensifier
r,'J
Power .Supply is shown in Figure 3-13.	 The blocks"are interconnected to show ','
the direction_of signal flo •a-and. power-flow.'	 The circuitry contained within
each of these'bloeks is 	 hown in the Image Intensifier `Power Supp y Schemat7;c,
^ Figure 3-14. The following discussion describes the design objectives which the
power supply must satisfy, a detailed description of circuit operation, and
}
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FIGURE 3-I4
Power Supply. '.Schematic
'^
^!
circuit features which have been incorporated in the design of the power supply.
3.3.2 DESIGN OBJECTIVES
The design objectives are listed. below:.
^^.:
1., Design a supply to convert the raw primary power into .voltages .and. currents
.. ,. required by . the tube for proper operation. 	 ^
ii
2, Provide protection to the tube and the supply to prevent damage which
-^ could occur during system operation. 	 Bright Source. Prote,^tion (BSP) is
•:
included in this objective..
3.	 Make the output screen at ground potential. 	 This eliminates high voltage
^' gradientsacross the output window. and on the-film when used in the cassette
L.^ configuration.
4.	 Provide Automatic Brightness Control. (ABC).	 This option serves the function
of an automatic exposure control, ^,rithin limitations to be described later.
5.	 Provide the option of operating. 'the .. system in either the gated mode or thex
non-gated modE.
6.	 Maintain circuit flexability in the breadboard stage in order to allow
the optimization of circuit. and system performance.
1.,»
7.	 Utilize low power circuits to minimize. input . power drain, thus extending
--^ battery life when the supply is powered by a,self-containedbattery.-
' 	^ `^"' $.	 Minimize component count and. make use. of small components in order to
_,, minimize the overal 	 size of the power supply.
-^
^.;^	 ^ 9.	 Operate from a ;power source ranging from +5 volts to +33 bolts.	 This
allows .the supply to be operated from either aself-contained battery
^ or spacecraft power without the. need of special adapters..
l0. Use circuits and components which can be readily converted into flight
-. hardware,
^`' 11. Make use of circuits which are easily produced and tested:,. and .employ
a minimum of select-at-test components:.
1'
,:r All of these objectives were cs^nsdered during the`.designphase o^,the power
supply.	 Many design-trade-offs- and compromises were made to optmze,the powax
^^^^ supply performance with readily available components.
a
r^,^	 ^._,
3.3.:3
	
CIRCUIT FEATURES
ai	
_^ Certain desirable circuit features were included in the Image,Zntensifier High ''
'.^3 Vo7aage PoweL Supply during the design phase. 	 Some of these features were
incorporated to .protect the. tube or the power ` supply'in the event of a failure
R
r^ in the power supply.' Others were incorporated`to enhanceovPrall system
^. performance ..and. still others were incorporated to .add flexibility to the power
g
1	 ^^t
^-^y
`^4	 a
,^	 ^k
..... ..._ra
^"
.: ^ su	 1	 durin
	
breadboard testin	 of the total s stem.PP Y	 g	 g	 Y
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Wide operating ingot voltage range is an important feature. 	 The supply will
operate from a +5 volt to +33 volt. source ., which could include aself-contained
battery or spacecraft power. 	 This wide input voltage range is accomplished by
using a flyback transformer in a step-up pre-regulator.
One feature that pratects the power supply in the event of a short circuit:
on one of_the supply outputs is a current limited pre-regulator. 	 This re-
gula.tor -limits the .maximum energy transfer from the primary winding of trans- 	 r
former Tl to the secondary winding. 	 Undez a'short circuit condition, the pre-
regulator voltage (and therefore the secondary voltages) will fall due to the
energy transfer limitation. .This energy limitation is also desirable for.
starting a power supply driving a capacitive load such as voltage multipliers.
The. charging rate. of the capacitors is limited .thus avoiding .high charging
I,!! ^ current peaks..
^_ ^" Two features that protect the tube from damage are BSP (Bright Source Protection),
described in Secti,in 3.3.4, and the inclusion of the zener diode CR18. 	 The
zener-diode lmit;a the maximum pre-regulator voltage and in so .doing, limits
^^: the-maximum secondary voltages applied to the tube:
..Two of the features that enhance overall system perform2rce are . ABC (Automatic
-. Brightness Control) and gateability, both described in Section 3.3.4, Circuit
bs tr
Operation.	 If desired,. the gating feature can be easily bypassed so that the.
,,, tube will be ON continuously.	 This would be desirable for through-the- inten-
sifier viewing.
._
Setabilty of the ABC. screen current level and the BSP cathode current limit
` ^ level add operational flexibility to the power. supply. 	 Also,. the tube gain
^ during the tube OFF state can be adjusted to a predetermined value by adjustingµ^
the MCP voltage while the.. tube is gated OFF. 	 This decreases the time required
for. the tube to reach the proper gain after it is gated ON by starting from
`	 r
4 the middle of the dynamic. gain range instead of starting freia maximum tube gain...
"^` However, this responsetime, as determined from thebrassboard tests, is still
too great 'to make the ABG feature .useful. in the cassette. configuration, except
for very long exposure times.	 This is because the ABC cannot start controlling .. 	'
,^^ screen brightness until .after. the. camera shutter is open and the film is being
exposed.	 Abetter ,approach, based on automatically controlling .the exposure
time by integrating the screen current (which is a measure of total luminance
energy delivered to the film), is discussed in Section 3.3.4. 	 Another approach,
^^ based on`using'a separate light sensor, is also discussed. 	 The speed of res-
^,.. ponse limitation fore the pxesent system of ABC does .not apply of .course when	 's,
` the power supply is used with the relay lens approach.
,^ a
Other features-include.. the use of low power circuits, both integrated and dis- 	 -i
.^,.;
Greet component, where possible.' Also, transformer sizes are minimized by the
,.,^ elimination of'high primary to secondary voltage gradients, thus minimizing`
primary to secondary insulation requirements.	 The turns ratios of the.-.trans-
^^,3, formers are also minimized to reduce the e. amount of wire required on the se-	 '
condari,es, further reducing transformer size. `	This was, accomplished by using
:^^
voltage multipliers. on the .transformer. secondaries.. and a high..pre-regulator
voltage:. (45 volts. ) .	 a
^
f
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3.3.4 CIRCUIT OPERATION
Proceeding ^; a block by block basis in accordance with Figure 3-13, the
following ..'.iscussi.on references the Image Intensifier Power Supply
Schemati.ci shown in Figure 3-14.
When rr^wer` is initially applied to the power supply input, the pre-regulator
starts functioning in a start-up mode of operat on. In this mode, power is
r.^pplied to the pre-regulator :electronics via Q2, which is in the "ON" state.
The output of the comparator,. A2, is low,. forcing the output of the inverter,
A4-A, high and turning Q4 "ON"'. The current-through Q4 and the primary winding
of the flyback transformer, Tl, increases at a linear rate. This current
is senseu across R23 and the signal is amplified by Al-C. The inverter, e^4-E,
is used as a comparator, and when the output of Al-C reaches'45% of the A4-E
supply voltage,. A4-E changes state. This fires the one-shots, A4-B and A4-C,
which in turn strobe A2 and turn. OFF Q4. Q4 is held OFF for the duration of-
the one-shot time. This off time allows the. energy. which has been stored in
the magnetic field of T1 to transfer to the secondary winding and discharge
into the storage capacitor C6. At the. end of-the one-shot time, Q4 is turned
"ON" and the cycle repeats. Each cycle builds the voltage on C6 until it
reaches 45 volts, at which time thepre-regulator assume a voltage control
mode of operation.
;;^'1 In the voltage control mode of operation,. 10 volts 	 s 'supplied tothepre-
v regulator electronics via a secondary winding on transformer T4. 	 Q2 is held	 7
r
"OFF" as long as the 10 volts is present..	 Also, operating in this mode, a
;^ portion of the 45 volts-developed across C6 is fed back to the pre-regulator
4'
input by the voltage divider consisting of R9 and R10. 	 The sampled _signal is
',	 ^^
comparedto the reference . voltageof CR3todevelopan errorsignal which is
+^ amplified by Al-B and fed: intro .the negative input of comparator A2.
rti A triangular wave with a 500 mV peak-to-peak amplitude and centered around 5
'	 I^' volts is developed at 	 he positive input of comparator A2. 	 This triangular
'	 " wave provides hysteresis to the. comparator to ensure a'positive switching^,	 ..:
action of Q4., A4 is switched."OFF" during the positive peaks of the triangular
?' ^ wave and switched "ON" during the negative peaks. 	 When the amplified error	 -
'^ voltage from Al-B is equal to .the triangular wave average voltage,-Q4 is
-` switched with a 50% duty cycle..	 If the amplified error voltage drops below . the
^' triangular wave average voltage (C6 voltage 	 ncreases).the Q4 "OV" time will
^^ decrease and the "OFF" time will increase.	 This change in duty cycle reduces
^F the C& voltage to bring it back into regulation.' Likewise, if the amplified
'' error voltage rises above the triangular wave average voltage,. the Q4 "ON"
`r time is .increased and the "OFF" time decreased, again bringing thz C6 voltage
°. back into regulation.
,,. The regulated C6 voltage is `fed directly to the primary winding of transformers
^^ T2 and T4 and to the primary winding of T3 through the series pass element
^^*. of a linear regulator, Q10. 	 The DC primary voltage of each transformer is
converted into an AC .voltage. at the secondary windings ,of each transformer
.. a.
by the bC/AC converter consisting of A3, Q6 and Q7. 	 A3 is a free running
;;^„ astable multvbrator with a 50 KHz output (Pin 13) and two symetrical 25 KHz
squarewave outputs'180^ out of phase_(Pins l0 and 11)., 	 The two 25;KHz output,
^^ -	 signals drive `the chopper transistors, Q6 and Q7, which in turn ground one end
,;
of :each primary winding duringthe Q6 ON time and. ground the other end during
:^^
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the Q7 ON time. 	 The. 50 KHz squarewave drives Q8 and . Q9 which holds Q6 and Q7
OFF for. one-half of	 normal chopper ON time. 	 This eliminates any "cross.the
over" current spikes during chopper switching times and also cuts the trans-
former power losses in half because each transformer is driven with a 50%
duty cycle..	 The secondary wndingsof each transformer peak charge the vol-
Cage multiplier capacitors, and therefore, the secondary voltages are not
affected by driving. the transformers with the 50% duty cycle. 	 Thus, the DC
at the primary of each transformer is converted to AC at the secondaries with
an amplitude. which is a function of the transformer turns ratios and the pre- t	 ^X
regulator voltage..
The AC voltages at the secondaries are multiplied in amplitude and :rectified i
by each of the voltage multiplier circuits,	 The screen voltage multiplier
^^ circuit is actually. two times 4-and two times 6'multglier circuits stacked.
in series.	 It supplies the required 5 kV between the MCP output element
'"`' and the screen a ement of the tube.	 The: screen current from this multip ier
.^.^
circuit is sensed by the screen current. sense circuit to control the voltage
impressed. across the micro channel plate (MCP) of the tube.	 Controlling the -`
,.. MCP voltage controls the tube gain and thus the screen current..
'^^ The MC1' voltage is determined by the output voltage of the MCP voltage re-
gulator.	 When the tube . is gated "ON", the output of the gating amplifier,.
Al-A, is driven high and the output voltage of. the MCP voltage regulator
„ is controlled by the screen current sense circuit.	 The screen current-is
sensed by R35 and. amplified by Q13. 	 This amplified. current is level. shifted `:
by Q11 and Q12.	 The level shifted current _controls-the MCP voltage regulator
.; series pass element, Q10, thereby maintaining the screen current at the pre-
^.
set ABC..level
The MCP voltage on the secondary side of transformer T3 is, developed by two
^ y times 2 voltage multiplier circuits . stacked in series and referenced,to the
-5 kV screen voltage. 	 The,MCP voltage, as described above, is a function of
the MCP regulator Qutput voltage 'and is variable within the range of zero
,,
volts. to -1 kV.
-. The MCP voltage regulator has a second mode of operation besides the gated.
"ON" mode described above. 	 This 'is the gated "OFF" mode which maintains the ''
'' MCP regulator output at a constant voltage. 	 While in this mode,. the screen
current is zero and,Q13-is fully ON. 	 The MCP regulator ou put voltage is fed
back to the gating amplifier, Al-A, by the voltage .divider R5-R6 and compared
to the reference voltage of CR3. 	 The developed error voltage is amplified by
'^ Al-A which controls the MCP regulator output voltage by controlling the drive
current of Q12.	 The MCP regulator output voltage when: the ,.tube is gated "OFF"
is set. in the middle of the regulator .dynamic range in order to minimize the 'z
f	 ^^ time required for . the regulator to assume the ABC voltage level when the tube
is, gated "ON".
	
Gating the tube "QN" turns-Q1 "ON'' and pulls the center tap
r; voltage of R5-R6 down causing the. Al-A output voltage to go high. 	 While in this,
..A state, the MCP regulator output voltage. is controlled by the screen current
..	 >,
sense circuit as described above.
;^	 ;
µ
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transformer T4 to provide
developed in the same
'_tages are ,not of equal
^f C49 and C50 to the MCP
id CSA are +60 volts and
input voltage.	 The
tube in order to gate.
-the ON state..
Ls the cathode. voltage anal
cathode: current: limit
current source, a current
source which includes
to the control circuit.
?.and. limits the amoun
Lng signal is provided
Lrcuit by the opto-
Cs turned OFF and all
a the base-of Q1S.	 This
than Q17 can sink.. 	 There-
Limit of +SO volts and
light levels Q16 is ON;
irning Q15 OFF.	 The Q17 a
source which is within
^tor voltage assumes the
f"'.,""	 ^	 .^,
^	 '	 _.
_ .._. _.__w^ _	
- ^- _-
,
^+
^^
' Two voltages are developed on the secondary side o:
I _
f^ ^
the cathode voltage potentials.
	 These voltages are
manner as is the MCP voltage except that the two v^
^^ magnitude and they are referenced at the center cad
j input voltage.	 The voltages developed across C49 ;
!	 ^ -^00 volts respectively, both referenced to the MC;
i;	
^^, +60 volts is used to reverse bias the cathode of tl
^'
r
the tube OFF..	 The -300 Nolts biases the cathode-t^
^<
^'	 ;^ The switch .and cathode current 'sense circuit contra
l; has two . modes of operation;	 he ga ing mode, and tl
is
mode (BSP).	 The. circuit. is comprised of a constan
limit circuit and the control circuit. 	 The Curren
CR58, R43 and Q14, provides a constant bias Curren
The. current: limit circuit. includes Q17, Q18, and R.
of current the -300 volts supply can sink. 	 The ga
^	 #'^ from the collector of Ql in the tube gate control
^! isolator,. A5.	 With absence of a gating signal, A5
currentfrom the current sourca (Q14) is diverted
results in the. emitter current of Q15 being greater
` fore, the Q1T collector voltage rises to the upper
the tube-is in the cutoff .state.
^^ A gating signal will turn. AS ON, and under operati;
so that-the current. from Q14 is shunted from Q15,
r ; sink current is then reduced to that of L•he Curren
the current range of QI7.	 Therefore, the Ql7 Coll
^-
While operating in the ON state, the cathode current is sensed by R49.	 Should
the tube be ex osed to excessive light .levels, the cathode current and thus theP
voltage acrcass R49 will increase to the BSP (Bright Source Protection) limit
t
and Q16 will begin to turn OFF. 	 This diverts a portion of the current source
current to Q15 which increases the current Ql7 must sink. 	 As the cathode
^
current increases, more current. is diverted to Q15, and Q17 begins current.
-^ limiting which. raises. the collector. voltage . of Q17.	 The cathode bias. voltage
is thus reduced, which in turn reduces the cathode current. 	 Therefore, the
cathode current is .limited to the maximum BSP (Bright Source Protection)
value'by automatically reducing the . cathode bias voltage at _high light levels.
Additional bright source protection is provided to the cathode by the current.
', limting,resis or, R50.	 The value:-of R 50 is-2 ggaohm which will limit the maximum ';
`h" cathode current to a safe level in the event ,the cathode is exposed to .excessive
s^
illumination.
r ^
^I
3.3..5	 DISCUSSION
'
°^ During the initial tests of the image intensifier power supply and imge inten-
1^^
sifer tube as a system, it was noticed. that .permanent-.black spots.. were
..appearing on the tube screen.	 Further investigation and consultation with the
tube vendor (Galileo Electxo-Optics, Inca) revealed that the spots were due to
dead sectons'in'the micro channel plate, which were caused by excessive vol-
tage across the MCP during power supply turn off transients. 	 These voltage
^^
transients caused arcing ,. through the MCP channels which burned the secondary
f
,,
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C
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emitting material within the channel, leaving the channel dead.
	 To prevent
further damage to the .tube, zener diodes were. added across the MCP output
voltage and the cathode voltage to clamp these voltages and_mantain them
within a safe. level.
	 No additional spots have developed after the diodes _
were added., As a further precaution, the enclosure for the power supply
'
was changed from sheet. aluminum to acrylic plastic, to prevent charge build-
up which could be hazardous to personnel and possibly damaging to the tube.
The arcing through the MCP also caused the Galileo tube. to become noisy at
high tube .gains.,
	 As a result, this tube cannot be operated at the higher
F gains.	 Therefore, the power supply tests described in Section 4.3 were
conducted with a limited maximum tube gain.
The power supply tests revealed some power supply areas in which performance
improvements may be desirable.
	 Three of these areas include ABC response,
ABC regulation, and gating response.	 The ABC-response and regulation could
be improved bg replacing the single FET screen current sense . .transistor (Q13)
with a dual FET pair, increasing the DC gain, and changing frequency .comp en- :^
ration of the feedback loop.	 The dual FET pair would compensate for variations..
in the FET pinch ,off voltage with temperature.
	 The increased .
 DC gain would
improve regulation and the change in the loop frequency compensation would
improve the ABC response.
	 Improvements in the gating response would require
"" modifications to the cathode voltage switching :circuit.
^,
There are also areas in the power supply in which the circuitry can be simplified. ,
For example,`transformer T2 can be eliminated .
 by transferring. winding 7-8-9
om transformer T2 to transformer T4.	 This not only eliminates one transformer
but it also reduces the input power requirements to the power supply.
^ y The cathode voltage gating circuit can also be simplified by .eliminating the.
-^ active bright. source. protection. circuitry and using a resistor to accomplish
the BSP function.
	 Thus GR59, R47,;R4$, R49 and: Q16 can be eliminated without
^' effecting the. gating capability of the remaining circuit.
^ ^_
One of the most desirable and useful features. of the image intensifier power
':
^ supply when used for photographic purposes is that of automatic exposure control,
In the present configuration, -the ABC circuit performs this function by main-,^
taining a constant screen brightness and the exposure time is varied for different
^:
film exposures.
	 This method performs well in the relay lens configuration but J^
has inherent difficulties in the cassette configuration.
	 In the latter confi-
_ ^w guration,_ the camera shutter prevents light from falling on the tube until time
to expose film.	 At this .time, the shutter opens and the.-ABC must compensate '
for scene illumination while film is being exposed,
	 Fora each exposure time this
'	 I results in different film exposures for different-scene illumnations'becauae
_'
of the variable time delay in reaching the desired. brightness level.
	 The circuit
^^ changes mentioned earlier would help, but would not completely solve the problem.
-^ Two new approachesfor an improved automatic-exposure control should be .con-
sidered for use with the cassette configuration.
	 The first method would. utilize
^ a fixed:	 ube gain, a screen current integrating circuit, and either the:. gating
^ circuit which is used for ate electronic shutter or the-camera shutter.
	 Film P
exposure would cotrmtence by opening the shutter or by gating. the tube ON with an ^'
external signal.	 Exposure would continue until a given amount of screen current
F
is integrated by the screen current . integrating circuit, at which time the tube:
f
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would be automatically gated OFF or the shutter closed.. 	 Thus, the exposure
^^
time would. be
 automatically varied to compensate. for different screen illu-
mination levels, and even though the tube screen brightness varies during
exposure, the total light energy for each exposure would remain constant.
'Since the film itself is an integrator of energy, it makes sense to control_
exposure by controlling the integrated energy output of the. tube.
	
A serious
practical limitation to the application of this principle may be the very low
screen current levels 'that are involved.
The second method would use a separate sensor not. behind the shutterfor
r
automatic brightness control. 	 However,. since an image. intensifier is probably
the only reasonably sized sensor capable of detecting the low light levels for
^; would beerequgrednonn the1 cameraeraFor leconomicareasons othismcouldnbenal'lower 3
cost, 18mm tube,.and. it could be incorporated in the viewer, so that the
`^^^'' camera user would have . benefit of an image : intensified scene when' setting up
^,^ the camera.	 This is a feature which is not presently available in the
cassette approach.	 A common power supply could power both tubes, but there
would be electronic design considerations which would have to be worked out.
^^^`! Of the two approaches just discussed, the screen 'current integration method.
appears to offer the better solution, although it .does . not provide image
intensified viewing,.: which the second approach. offers. 	 On the other hand,. this
,,^,' feature was never considered to be available in the . cassette approach as 3t
_m
was conceived in the trade--off analysis phase of this study.
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4..0 TEST RESULTS
	
._ ^	 4.1 INTRODUCTION
A test and calibration plan was prepared. during Task 2 of the. study, to
	
-	 establish approaches and . procedures for testing the brassboards. This plan was
	
G	 submitted to NASA/JSC for appx•oval.- A copy is included in Appendix D of this
	
-^	 report.
The purpose of the . testing was to evaluate performance predictions and conclu-
sions established in the Trade-Off-Analysis, Task l of - the study. Because there
was Tittle background to go by, thistestplan was made open ended.,. with the
direction for the testing being established as the program progressed. The
original plan was admittedly ambitious. Some of the tests gave firm results,
while others were of doubtful value due to technical difficulties which probably 	 a
could have been overcome had the tests been o£ sufficient importance.. However,
the really significant questions relate to what kind of pictures can be taken
as determined by appearance to the eye. System performance in regards to details
such as spectral range, distortion and uniformity are almost completely determined'
by the image intensf ier tube itself. The manufacturers of the image intensifiers
are better equipped for determining thin information, and complete test data was
supplied. with .each. tube. This is included in this report. in Appendix B. Certfi-
". cations were also supplied with all data. Photography of actual scenes, in he
laboratory and in the field, are considered the most important. part of the test
program. This is discussed further in the appropriate-section.
The power supply deve]_opment was a major part. of the study, and considerable elec-
tronic testing was performed to determine its characteristics. These tests are
reported-in Section 4. 7.	 `^
	
`	 Tubes used-during the course of the. program: are listed in Table 4-1, in the order 	 #
in which` theywere used. Section 2.0, Project Summary, explains the reason
why more than one tube was required.
a
	
`	 The test program unfortunately was fragmented 'due to the lead times required in 	 r;
obtaining tubes.,. and difficulties that occurred in their application. As are-
sult it was :impossible to carry out a completely formal program of testing in
	
_,	 exact conformance with the plan, which was designed to-be flexible in the .first
place. The most important result of the testing was . that it provided experience
in the use of image intensifiers in camera systems, It is felt that the really
	
':	 important results were the photographs taken in the laboratory and . the field
	
f	 which show what the image intensifier . camera..cando.
	
~N	 Tn summary, the test program has established that the image intensifier.: camera meets_ 	 ,
theobjectives which were established in Task. T, and has led to certanre= 	 ;,
.commendations. which arse covered in Section 5.0.
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Manufacturer. Model No. Serial No. Phosphor Type Notes
Galileo 9025-2121 440 P-20 Used in the
Electro-.Optics Laboratory Only
Corporation
Galileo 9025-212.2. 453 P-11 Used. in Field Photo-
Electro-Optics graphy_only (cassette)
Corporation
ITT, Electro- F4112 587/2 P-11 To be delivered with
OpticaL'Products the brassboards
Division
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"F 4.2
	 SCENE LUMINANCE ,'
The procedure far the scene luminance tests is outlined in Appendix D, Test and x
.^^ Calibration Plan.	 Its purpose is to test response of the camera system to
"! various _scene luminance levels, and to establish guidelines . for setting optimum . '^
^^ combinations of .exposure times and intensifier gains for different scene conditions.
^-^,,:
,,^^.,
Results were obtained by photometric measurements and by exposure of film..
:,
.»
Figure 4-1 shows the. photometric. results for the first Galileo tube, in the relay ^
lensbrassboard.	 Luminance gains were set. by adjusting . the microchannelplate
^^, voltage, using the calibration curve in Appendix B supplied by_the manufacturer.
Table 4-2 shows how scene luminance was obtained by combination of light sphere
`^' output and neutral density filter, using the procedure in the Test and Calibration
,^^, Plan.
	
The output of the phosphor screen was measured with a United Detector
Technology_Incorporated PIN-5DP planar diffused silicon photodiode light sensor,
.^, used in the current mode in an operational amplifier circuit. 'This arrangement
provides. a linear voltage output for up to 10 decades of light bevel change..	 These
`'' signals were not calibrated, but they provided a reliable relative indication of
:; ^, tube output.
^^- Ideally, Figure 4-1 would plot . as lines of constant-slope across the range of
scene luminance l^vels.	 A possible explanation for the consistently high data
;^ points as 3 x b0-	foot-lamberts input, relative to the other . readings, is that ^.
^' due to'a limited selection of filters it was necessary to start with 30 foot-
,a	 ^ lamberts,`while three foot-lamberts were used for all other. inputs..	 However, this i	 ^	 .
^;	 _	 ^	 ; theory was at least partially . refuted. in later tests with -:the ITT ,tube.	 Other
deviations from the ideal can. be assumed to be due to the tube. and to measurement. j
	!
.,	 s errors.
r.
,I	 _	 ^
i The data appear more consistent at the highest and lowest decades of scene lu-
:^	 _
^
minance than they do in the mid range.	 Figure 4-2	 is derived from Figure 4-1 ''
-; by plotting rate of change. of output for one decade of input, at both ends of
the input: range. 	 At the high .light . level. end, there is a very consistent relation
?, between luminance .gain settings and 'rates of change of output. 	 At the low light
'^^ level end of the scale, thedevatons from the ideal straight _line relation
are probably due to the low signal to<noise ratio.. However, the results are r`
_
reasonably consistent and indicate that the system is usable even.-down at these
.-, very low light bevels...
'^ `The flattenng,of the curves in the middle of the scene luminance range could
::^
indicate a poor performance tendency for this tube. -	Although the tube gain in
„^ terms,_ of output over input is high . : in this region,' the flat ' or nearly constant
^^. .output. over two .. decades of luminance'_indicates avert' low modulation over this
:;	 `^`
range, or in other ^oords, the contrast for scenes between 3 x 10-5 and 3 x 10_.3.
foot-lamberts would be expected'to be poor. 	 Above .this .range-the .contrast
r should be excellent, below this range , it should _also be good,.. although the
picture quality; wi1L be adversely effected.. by the low signal to noise ratio.
.;^-
These .tests. were repeated for the ITT F4112 tube in the cassette configuration,
`-^ with the results shown in Figure 4-3.	 Although the e- flatEening of the curves at
mid range of input is"still apparent, it is not nearly as pronounced as for the
Galileo tube.	 Also Figure 4-3 does not show the same inconsistency found at
'	 ^ 3 x 10-5 foot-lamberts with the Galibeo tube. 'This definitely suggests better
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	eK	 overall. performance for the IT.T tube., and. this conclusion was verif ied when real
scenes were recorded both in the laboratory and in the field.
.Table 4-3 summarizes results which were obtained with film in the cassette confi-
guration with the ITT F4112 tube. These results were obtained by photographing
a USAF standard resolution target back lighted at three scene luminance levels,
with a variety of exposure times and tube luminous gains. The pictures were
developed and evaluated, and. the best exposure time for each. combination of lu-
minance and tube gain was selected based on appearance to the eye when. the film
negatives were viewed on a light box. Although these results may be considered
subjective, they should be useful as a guide in future photographic efforts
.with the image intensif ier camera..
As a precaution against repeating the conditions which caused damage to the
original Galileo tube, a piece of .127 millimeter (,005 inch} thick clear mylar
film was installed between the. tube input faceplate and the camera rails, for
high voltage insulation.. In one test a rectangular opening was cut in the mylar
to provide a determination-of the optical effect of the mylar, if any. Figure 4-4
is a reproduction of one of the photographs, which showed that except for the
edge of the opening it was not possible to detect any difference. in other tests
it was determined that the mylar did not effect the camera focus except at very
short distances. Since there appeared to be no degradation of performance, the
mylar insulation was used in all tests of the cassette brassboard with the ITT
ube, although it was not posi ively determined that this was necessary to protect
the tube.
As noted in Table 4-3, the longer exposure times we?'e obtained by using the camera
.time exposure setting. and a stop ;catch.. Shorter times were obtained by using the
shutter settings on the camera. Because of 'the impo^^ :^ ance of shutter time in this
test, the camera. shutter was calibrated fnr speed b y using a photo diode a the
film plane in a special electronic circuit. These results are shown in Tab1^ 4-4
and it can be seen that they don't agree precisely with the nominal time values
engraved on the camera shutter control. Thus ^`.he exposure times `shown-in Table 4-3
must be mod if ied by the results shown in Table 4-4 if greater precision is desired,
i	 but this is not necessary for most applications. of the camera. The two settings
':
	
	
which are in greatest error, one second., and one eighth second. were avoided
in the test.
:',	 4.3 SPECTRAL RESPONSE
^;
	
	
An evaluation of the spectral response of the system was attempted using the
approach outlined in Appendix-D. Two. narrow band-pass filters, with centers at
'I	 400 nanometers and 850 nanometers, roughly representing the short and long wave
^!,	 length response Limits of the Galileo tube,. were used in conjunciton with the 	 '
'''	 neutral density filters. Film was exposed at various shutter speeds, and film
' µ
	
densities were measured in percent transmission with, the-mcrodensitometer._
	
^	 Points were plotted for each exposure as a function of shutter speed and. scene
..	 -luminance. This data is shown in_Figure 4-5, with the numbers adjacent to each
`	 .,	 point being the percent transmission measured for the condi ions of the exposure.
^;
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Scene Lu.inance
(Foot-Lamberts)
Luminance Gain Settings
200	 520	 1800	 2600
-23 x 10 <.5 sec <.5 sec 1/30 sec 1/60 sec max
4
3 x 10 1 sec 1 sec 1/15 sec 1/15 sec
3 x 10 6 10 sec 5 sec 2 sec 1/2	 sec
Cassette configuration:
ITT F4112 tube (P-11 phosphor) Plus -x film (for Tri -x reduce times
by factcr of 1/2 or 1/4)
Decimal figures were time exposures, set by stop watch. Fractions were
camera shutter settings (see Table 4-4)
TABLE 4-3
Exposure Time for Best Photographic Results
FIGURE 4-4
Photograph made with a Cutout in the Myiar
Insulation in front of the Tube
Image Intensifier: 	 ITT
Film:	 Plus X
Iris :	 f 1. 2
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Camera Exposure
Settings
Nominal
Time Value (ms)
Measurement.
(ms)
1 1000 11	 -	 12
2 500 400	 -	 425
4 250 1.60	 -	 170
8 1..25 _ 11	 -	 14
15 67 50	 -	 52
30 33 25	 -	 26
60 17 11	 -	 14
125 8 5	 -	 6
250:. 4 1	 -	 2
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Scene luminance with the`band-pass filters was .approximately corrected to
account for the transmission losses through these filters at their center fre-
,; quencies.
	 However,. no attempt. was. made to correct for the . great reduction in
total transmitted energy due -to the narrow pass-bands of these filters,. because
' this difficult task would be of doubtful value when considered against .the very
I.
approximate nature of the. measurements and the results.
With the data plotted in the form shown in Figure 4-5, it is possible to draw
^ lines of approximately constant-density across the field of the plot. 	 In the `^'
^`	 ? center of the scene luminance scale, where neutral density filters. only were
^?	 ^, used, the shapes of the curve show a similiarity to the luminance response data
plotted on Figures 4-1 and 4-3, that is, the slopes are reduced in the center
,^ of the scene	 uminance range, and become steeper at the two ends. 	 Of course, a
^ the-two figures are not directly comparable because different parameters are ^
^'	 ^" plotted on the ordinants, but it is suggested that this tendency is a characteris-
.^	 .,^^ tic_of the tubes,. par icularly the Galileo-tube. ^.
^.	 »^ The data on the far right at high luminance and with the spectral filters-shows r:	 '
the. same trend., but .with an offset of about. one decade increase in shutter time r,
^^^ and a greater downward slope. 	 This. is understandable, since the band -pass filters
"°	 r,` passonly a very narrow band of energy, _and therefore the total energy reaching
the tube is greatly reduced.	 As a matter of fact, compar9,.son of the filter
--: curves against the. spectral response curve of the tube in Appendix B 	 ndicates _
`d^ that 'the reduction should be greater than one decade, and according to the reci-
,:
"" procty principle this should require an increase in the shutter time by the
';	 _;.^ -same factor to maintain constant film density. 	 These observations indicate that
^ the	 peetral range of .the tube at the . higher luminance levels is in general ...agree-
merit with the spectral data supplied by the manufacturer.
`,
'	 ^ At the other end'of Figure 4-5 (Low Luminance Level), the`data for the band-pass.
{
_^	
..x
ffilters is not consistent with the rest of the data... In particular, the one y
decade or more offset found at high luminance is not apparent, and'thecurves
--' -	 appear to take a reverse slope.	 There are several explanations, none perfect._
For ,one thing it is difficult to make measurements with these extremely low`, ^_
:^ light levels and the data may not be relablei 	 Also, the spectral: response '
characteristic of the tube may change. at these low levels.	 .For instance,-the
n
change in slope may be due to the fact that .the. tube is more,res,ponsive to the =-,
,Y' shorter wave lengths and this characteristic may increase. great y at very low ^	 ''
.light levels.
Although. the apparent lack of .consistency in the lmitad data that was. taken is '
``} disappointing., it definitely shows that the :system. is responsive ,to light over
_,_ the full spectral range of the image intensifier tube. 	 The manufacturer's data,
f; undoubtedly more precisely obtained under more favorable conditions,_ is probably
-^ a better ` indcation of the range of system spectral capability.
.....
4.4
	
DISTORTION AND RESOLUTION
_..
Measurements for determining distortion were. made using, the cassette brassboard
with the Galileo tube. 	 The results are .shown. in Figure 4-6. 	 The four center
mea urements from the film (2 . in the X and 2 in the Y directions) were averaged
,^.
and the percentages. shown in Figure 4-6 are deviations from-this .average figure
_,^
,:
for the locations shown.-
_
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Results of Distortion Measurements for Cassette Brassboard With Galileo: Tube
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The results are fairly typical for a good quality commercial photographic lens,
`i,	 with low distortion at the center, and a consistant increase towards. the edges of
the format. Since distortion due to the tube alone would be random., because of the
	 ^^+
way it is constructed, it is reasonable to conclude that the image intensifier is
contributing very little to the.. overall system distortion. No distortion was
	 ^'
^`:
evident in any of the indoor and outdoor photographs that were made with any o£ the
	 F,_
three image intensifier tubes, except for a special case shown in Figures 4-7
	
""^	 and 4-8. Figure 4-7 was .illuminated by starlight only, while in Figure_ 4-8 a
	 5^'
	
` 
^' x.a,	 flashlight was pointed at the pole from several hundred . feet away. The distor-
'	 tion of the pole is _caused by the blooming effect of the. phosphor at high inten-
	
^^	 sity, coupled with an exposure time necessary to bring out details in the area
outside. the light beam. From the above it can be concluded .that. the distortion
	
'"	 of the .image intensfier'.tube is not a limiting parameter in its application to a
ood ualit 35 mm hoto ra hic camera as lon as ortions of the scene are not
	
^^	 g	 q	 y	 P	 g P	 ,	 g	 P
over illuminated.
System resolution was also determined. The most reliable determination, in terms
	
^"	 of test conditions and laboratory technique, was performed with the ITT tube in
the cassette configuration, ` This resolution was determined to be 16 line pairs
	
^-	 per millimeter (lp/mm), which compares with 22 1p/mm for the tube alone as de-
	
_,.	 termined by the manufacturer. The theore ical figure computed in Task l for the
system with a 25 1p/mm tube was 18 1p/mm for 2485 film, and 19.:5 1p/mm for
	
"'	 SA/1 film these two types representing .typical low and high resolution films.
,.
	
k,	 respectively: The Panatbmc X film used in the test-falls between these two.
	 `'
,...
From the above, it is concluded that the performance. of the . system in regards to
	
7 :,^	 distortion and. resolution is in general agreement with. predictions. However_,.
	
?'	 it should be'under^tood that these results were obtained at approximately average
	
- 	^ input light levels for the tube, not the very lowest levels at which the tube can
perform.
	
,
4.5 RELAY ZENS VIGNETTING TEST	 `
As explained in Section 3.1:2, the relay lens is formed from two standard Nikon
55 mm, ,f/l.2 lenses,.. mounted input to input. This arrangemenC was selected
as a low cost expedient, since a relay lens designed specifically for'this,study
would not be compatable with either the budget or the original schedule. How-
	
'^	 ever, it was recognized that the standard lens. arrangement; could have limitations 	 >. ^
due to vignetting `.. Therefore, as part of Amendment 1 (S) to the - contract, tests
were made to evaluate the seriousness of the vignetting. _These results are
	
^^	 _summarized in Figure 4 -9.	 .
s
As seen from the figure, the degree of vignetting is indeed significant compared
	-u	 to the camera lens by itself. Since this characteristic would have a.serious
effect on system performance, and would impose unfair-limitations on the eva-
	
`^"	 luation of the image intensifier, the decision was made to use the cassette
	;^^,	 brassboard for all remaining tests. This includes all of ..the real world photo-	 `^,,
	
.^,,	 graphy reported in Section 4-7.
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FIGURE 4-7
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier:
	 ITT
Luminous Gain:
	 iii0!^
r:xposure:
	 1/4 second
Film:	 Plus X
Iris:
	 f 1.2
Illumination:
	 Star Light
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FIGURE 4-8
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier.	 ITT
Luminous Gain:	 1800	 I.ry GF 'rHE
Exposure:	 1/4 second	 ^^I,p^,pnUCIBIL IS POnRFilm:	 Plus X	 ti^TAI. PAGU
Iris:	 f 1.2
Illumination:	 Star Light Plus Flashlight
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-}, 4.6	 POWER.. SUPPLY TEST RESULTS ^-
The image intensifier power supply was tested. in the laboratory -to evaluate per-
,^ foxmance.	 Such parameters as input power, line regulation, load regulation, etc.
were evaluated and the results are summarized in the. following sections.	 In all.
tests, the original image intensifier tube,
	
(Galileo. type 9025-2121, S/N 440)
was usedas aload for the power supply.
.,,,
4.6.1	 INPUT POWER
,,
^^ The power supply input current was measured for five different levels of input
voltage.. From these measurements, - . the input power was calculated. 	 A summary	 ^.
^: of the data and calculations is listed in Table 4-5.
s
z
^^ Table 4-5	 :'
<.,.;z
,^ Frbm these data, it can be seen that the power supply operates at maximum
' f'	 •; efficiency with an input voltage in the 20 to 30 volt range..	 It should be men-
'	 ^'; tinned that the input 'current is not a DC level,..but rather, a series of current
ramps (saw tooth waveform).	 The DC current `meter reading is the average value
^ of these. ramp s. and is used to calculate average input .power..	 -	 ''
r
,^
_	 4.6.2	 MINIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE
.	 ',',,
Two minimum input voltages were determined in this test, the minimum voltage re-
quired to start the power supply and the minimum voltage required to maintain
}	 ^^<^ regulated ou*_.put voltages. 	 -The minimum input start voltage was determined-by
}	 »-^ set ing the lab supply . (input to the image intensifier supply) to zero volts
' and gradually increasing the voltage until the image intensifier power supply
'	 l^ %^ started.' The minimum	 start voltage was - determined to be 3;98 volts.	 Circuitry
"	 ;. is included in the` image intensifier . power supply to prevent it from attempting
w	 - to start under extremely low line voltage conditions which could cause power
;, supply damage.	 This was done to 'ensure that the current sense amplifier (Al-C) 	 }j'
., has sufficient supply voltage to trigger the one-shot as described in the start-
up mode paragraphs ` of Section 3.3.4.	 If the one-shot does not trigger, the pre-
regulator switch (Q4) wily remain in the ON state and the inductor will saturate 	 '
^^ ,
causing an over current condition in the switch.	 Amplifier Al-D and inverter
;^; ' A4-F perf orm this function.
`,
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.The second minimum input voltage was determined by reducing .
 the lab supply
voltage, after the image intensifier supply was running, and monitoring the
pre-regulator output voltage.
	 The lab supply voltage was noted when the pre-
regulator output voltage began falling out of regulation.. This voltage was
2.75 volts.
	 From the two minimum voltage test results,. it is concluded than as
long as the image intensifier power supply starts, the. outputs will be regulated.
4.6.3	 LINE REGULATION
r
Line regulation . measurements were performed on the pre-regulator output-as well as
^^^ all the high voltage outputs.
	 .These tests consisted of monitoring each output
volaage while varying the. input voltage to the image intensifier power supply:
F^, Also monitored was the peak-to-peak ripple voltage on each of the outputs.
	 From
`^ the test data, per cent l ne regulation and per cent. ripple were calculated..
	 The
results of the line regulation tests and calculations are tabulated in Table 4-6.
Ref erring to Table,4-6, it can be seen that the pre-regulator voltage remained
within plus or minus one least significant digit (.O1 volt) on the. DVM (Digital
Volt Meter).	 Therefore, the accuracy of this reading is limited by the DVM.
Also, it can be seen that the ripple voltages {in per cent) on the. high volaage
-^ outputs are greater than the percent ripple voltage. of the pre-regulator output.
^_^; However., moderate ripple voltage does not appear to effect the performance of theimage intensifier tube.
_.
4.6.4
	
LOAD REGULATLON
Load regulation tests were performed on all the high voltage outputs.
	 During. .these
tests, the image intensifier power supply was operated with a `fixed input voltage^^
of 5.0 volts and.. a fixed MCP primary voltage of +28 volts. (fixed tube gain).
	 The
input light level to the tube was varied,. provdinga changing load to the image
^ intensifier power supply.	 The voltage of each output and the peak-to-peak ripple
`^ voltage was recorded for three different input light lEVels.
	 This data: is tabu-
dated in Table 4-7 along with the calculated per cent ripple for each output voltage.
Table 4-7 shows that the input light level to the tube has a negl^.gble effect on
the power supply output voltages. 	 This. is because the total power requirements..
for the tube are very. much less than the power ,used by the power supply in genera-
r t ing the high voltage inputs to the tube. 	 Therefore.., .any loadvariation-caused by
	 `
_^ 1^
the tube is masked by the internal load. of the power supply and the total. power
supply load appears aoremain. essentially constant.
a
., : ,
-a
4.6.5	 GATING RESPONSE
The time required... to gate the_mage intensifier tube ON and OFF was. determined by a
^
^^,^,
gating response test:	 Whi-le performing this test, the image intensifier power
supply input voltage was set at 5.0 volts, the MCP primary voltage. was set at 28
volts (fixed. tube gain)., and the tube was exposed to the. room ambient light so as
^^ to flood the entire. screen area of the tube. 	 A 10 volt,`l00 cosec pulse was-used
for the gating..signal while the cathode voltage was monitored on an oscilloscope.
The cathode voltage was monitored with a 10,000 to 1,30 gig ohm high voltage. probe
_^ buffered by a Keithley VTVM. 	 The VTVM output was then monitored on the oscilloscope.
- A photograph o£ the gating signal and the gated cathode voltage is shown. in
	
,.
Figure 4-10.	 The gaaed`cathode voltage swings a total of 250 volts and has a rise
I^ and fall. time (from 10% to 90%) of 51 milliseconds.
	
The results of this test
_.,
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Voltage
Pre-.Reg
Voltage
Pre..-Reg
Ripple
riCP Out
Voltage
MCP Out
Ripple
MCP In
Voltage
MCP In
Ripple
Cathode
Voltage
Cathode
Ripple
4.00 47.93 140 mV -4931 b0 V -5475. 50 V -5738 90 V
P-P P-P P-P P-P
10.00 47.92 135 -4936 55 -5482 75 -5745 80
20.00 47.92 140 -4939 S0 -5484.. 80 —5746. 80
30:.00 47.92 145 —4938 55 —5485. 80 —5748. 80
40.00 47.92 200 -4939 60 —5485 80 —5747 85
%Reg. ±0.01 % ±0..08 % ±0.09 % ±0..09%
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0.03 F-L -.4906 60 V -5451 80 V -5713 85 VP-p P-P P-P
.0.003: -4905 60 -5450 80 -5711 80
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Cathode Gated Voltage Response
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indicate that the minimum. exposure time for taking pictures is limited to. around
50 to 100 rilliseconds when using the gating feature for an electronic shutter.
This is a shorter exposure time than will be required in any anticipated appli-
cations of the. image intensifier camera..
4.6.6. AUTOMATIC BRIGHTNESS CONTROL .REGULATION
z .
	;^^	 The ABC circuitry cJas enabled in the image intensifier power supply and tests
were conducted to determine the extent ^:'^ screen brightness variations with
var in in ut li ht levels. The screen bri htness was detected with a hoto-
	 ^..
	
^^
	 Y g	 p	 g	 g	 p	 ,
meter consisting _of a photo diode, an amplifier, and a meter. The photodiode
	
g ffi	 was mounted at the film plane of the camera. The. camera system (relay lens
	 ^"
configuration) was focused an a uniform wane screen which was indirectly illu-
	
L
;' ^	 urinated c^ith a variablelghtsource. The image intensifier cathode.. (input) was.
	 '
	
x^	 thus evenly illuminated.. The variable light source was set at a nominal level
and the ABC screen brightness adjustment was set for a mid scale reading on the
photometer. This condition is referred to as screen brightness setting number -
	
,^	 one in . the following..discussion.
After the initial test setup, the light source was increased in illumination in
increments that caused the MCP primary voltage. to decremznt in 2volt-steps..
The. MCP primary voltage and the photometer reading: were recorded for each light
level step. For 'screen brightness setting number two, the ABC adjustment was
readjusted to reduce the I 2 screen brightness by one .half and. the test was re-
	
«•	 peated. The resul s of these tests and the calculated per cent regulation. are
u_, listed in Table 4-8 (The first photometer reading for both tests was not used	 ,?
in the per-cent regulation. calculation because the input .light level. was. no t-
	
Y	 within the. dynamic range of *_he ABG circuit).
	
--
	 The voltage across the MCP can be calculated by multiplging'the MCP primary 	 ,`;
voltage by 19.8. For screen brightness setting number 1, the MCP output vo1-
	
.^	 tage ranged. from 62$ volts to 299 volts„ From the luminous gain. curve received
with the tube (included in Appendix B), it can be seen .that tube gain. doubled .for
	
^^	 every 40 volta increase_in MCP voltage. Therefore, .the dynamic gain range covered
	
se	 by f.his test was 8.2 stops.' Over this dynamic range, the screen brightness
varied a total of 26% or ± 13% from the average screen brightness value. The
screen brightness change therefore averaged 3. 2% per stop change in tube gain.
	 +'
_,,
	
"'	 The. MCP output voltage for screen br.ig'itness setting number 2 varied from 6l7
I _.d
volts to 257 volts, a dynamic gain range of 9.0 stops. The. screen brightness
varied 56% oven this range, or ± 28% from the average' screen brightness value..
	
- r	 Thus, the screen brightness change averaged 6. 2% per stop change in tube gain..
The MCP primary voltage remained constant nor the first two readings in this
	 ~'
^^
	
'	 tes	 =This indicates that leakage.. current atthe: input to the screen current
	 ^ ':
	
'_, ^}	 sense circuit was 13rger than the screen signal current. The variations in
	
^^x	 screen brightness throughout the ABC ..dynamic .range of both tests indicates low
	 ^,'
gain. in the screen current apse- amplifier.	 , 
a
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Screen'Brghtness Setting.
Number l .
MCP Primary Photometer
Voltage Reading
31.86 . 1.05
31.74 1.12
30.OD 1.13
28.00 1.15
26.07 1.20
24.07 1.24
22.00 1.28
. 20.10 1.33
18.10 1.39
16.07. 1.44
.15.09. 1.45
Regulation	 ± 13
Screen Brightness Setting
Number 2.
r1CP Primary Photometer
'..Voltage Reading
31.17 0.26
31.17 0.41^
30.00 0.46
28.00 0.48
26:00 0.52
24.00 0.55
22.00 0..57
20,00 0.60
18..00 0.63
16.00 0.67
14.00 0.70
12.98 0,:73
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^^- 4.6.7	 AUTOMATIC BRIGHTNESS CONTROL RESPONSE
The same test. setup was used to determine the .ABC response to an input light
step as wasused to determine the ABG regulation.
	
The variable light source
was . adjusted to cause a 300 volt MCP output voltage swing when the Tight was
- turned ON and. OFF.	 The light source was then turned ON, and OFF while monitoring.
the cathode voltage.. 	 (NOTE:	 The cathode voltage . remains a constant 250 volts
^' below the MCP output voltage and therefore has the same waveshape in these tests).
j'	 _ Two response tests were. performed, one for each of the ABC screen brightness
settings used in the ABC regulation tests. 	 Figure 4-11 shows the ABC response ;,
;,'; for screen brightness setting number 1.	 .The light sequence was ON-OFF-ON which
caused the - tube gain to increase from the minimum set value to maximum gain and ^
back to the minimum value.	 As can be seen in Figure 4-11, the response time of the
ABC is longer for an increasing gain excursion than for a decreasing gain excur-
sion. .The total MCP .voltage change is 300 volts which is a gain change of 7.5
__^ stops.	 The increasing gain response time is about l second, therefore, the maxi-
-^^
mum ABC response tame for screen . brightness .setting number 1 is 133 	 milliseconds
^sr stop change in gain..
.a	 -	 -Fio ure 4 12 shows the ABC response for screen brightness setting number 2, 	 Com
pa^ing_Fgure 4-12 with Figure 4-11, it can be seen that for the same cathode
voltage .excursion., the response time in Figure 4-12 is about twice that in
--^; Figure 4-I1.	 Therefore, the maximum ABC response time. for screen brightness
`' settingnumber 2 is 266 milliseconds perstop-change in gain.
It can be seen from	 Figures 4-11 and 4-12 that the ABC loop is very underdamped.
.Therefore,. the ABC response time could be reduced by changing: the loop frequency ,
^^ compensation. ^
4.7	 PHOTOGRAPHIC RESULTS
rd
The photographs of real world scenes. are considered to be the most important part.
of the image intensifier camera test program. 	 All of these photographs were
made with the cassette configuration camera, using the second Galileo tube and
°:° the ITT tube.
Unfortunately it is not possible to economically reproduce these photographs .for
.,^ this report without losing some definition in the printing process. 	 However, their
_
importance to the .overall evaluation of the image antensi^ier camera makes it de-
sir able to 'include a sufficient number of examples covering a variety of types
of scenes and conditions.	 Several hundred photographs were taken for this study. ,
Glossy prints. with times_5 enlargement were made from the best . negatives..	 These
enlargements were further screened and the most suitable ones reproduced for this
report by the half tone printing process..
^. 1
Figures 4-13 through 4-16 were taken on 19 November 1975 with the Galileo-tube,
.;
using Plus X film.	 'rhe location 'was Cow Canyon Saddle about 15 miles north of`
^.N Pomona inthe San Gabriel . Mountains.• Th	 location was>selected because it is
almost comp etely free of artificial lighting, the only. light that.. night being
^-° a three quarter moon in the eastern sky. 	 Other conditions are. shown below the
figures.
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FIGURE 4-11
ABC Response for Screen Brightness
Setting Number 1
FIGURE 4-12 I'PP•ODUCIBILITY OF 'I'H^.
ABC Response for Screen Brightness 	 ^>,;,IUINAL PAGE IS POOR
Setting Number 2
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.Figure 4-13 was taken in a northerly direction on a narrow dirt. road in a brushy.
area.	 The-black spots were caused by the dead. spots in the tube which were the 1'
cause for its rejection to the vendor. 	 Other blemishes were probably caused by
'	 ^ film handling.
,^^
^_'
'; Figure 4-14 was taken in a southerly direction of a small hill . with telephone
°: poles and afire bxeak, in an otherwise very brushy area.
Figures 4-15 and 4-16 are through a notch formed by two mountain ridges, looking
towards the city : of Pomona... Figure 4-15 was processed to bring out foreground
details, while Figure 4-16 was processed to obtain resolution of the city lights.
^' Most of the difference was, obtained in the enlarging process,	 The white streaks
.. at the-very top of Figure 4-15 are. believed to be .caused by electrostatic ds-
v charges at the tube face. 	 This phenomena occured occasionally in the tests with
=^ the Galileo tube,.but- -did not occur with .the ITT tube.
'I
`-17Figure 4was taken in a southerly direction, .using Kodacolor II film for. the
;.^ negative which was then made into an 8 x l0 color print... 	 The print appeared int
shades of blue only, of course., but a better definition was obtained than with
}	 ^ ^ilack	 and white film:	 This. is largely :lost in the half tone process
used in printing.-the figures for this :report..
^:
h The next four photographs were taken in the dark room of the Perkin-Elmer Photo-
graFhic Laboratory, using the ITT tube.	 Conditions under which the photographs
G^• were taken. are shown in Figure 4-18.
k	 ^ Figure 4-19 is of a, paper resolution target taped to a plastic paper towel holder `
ron the walla	 Also shown- is various apparatus on the bench to the right, and a
reflector of a photo flood light on the left. 	 The triangular black spot just
below the rectangular square on the target is due to a particle which lodged
between the input face. of the tube and the mylar sheet,	 Unfortunately it appears
'" in ,all of the photographs with the ITT tube, although it Baas easily xemoved after
.the photographs were taken.. 	 The only illumination for-this photograph was from
an LED numerical display on a digital voltmeter, in the location shown. in
Figure 4-18,
^': Figure:+-20 is the same scene. illuminated . only by a lighted cigarette in the lo-
cation showm in Figure 4-18.	 The. two bright spots are-of 'unknown origin and
^^ appear to be reflections near the right hand edge : of the. target.
Figure 4-21 is illuminated. only by a lighted. cigarette in the hand of the subject.
-° The responsa of the tube	 o	 nfzared undoubtedly was of assistance in making,
this photograph.
	
The shadow of the subject on the rear wall is clearly visible.
_•' The square pattern seen in the background is caused by the fiber .optic mosaic.
^, in the input face plate,-and is typical of many proximity focussed image inten-
sfiers, although itwas not apparent t.*ith the Galileo. tube.	 The white marks
^- below the subject are from the developing or enlarging processes..
^'^" Figure 4-22 is a photograph. of a wristwatch with:luminescent - face, and hands.	 The
..,.^	 ;
time is 9:50.	 The background behind the watch is a black cloth. 	 The only illu-
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FIGURE 4-13
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier:	 Galileo
Luminous Gain:	 140
Exposure:
	
1/4 second
Film:	 Plus X
Iris:
	
f 1.2
Illumination:	 3/4 Moonlight
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FIGURE 4-14
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier:
Luminous Gain:
Exposure:
Film:
Iris:
Illumination:
Galileo
140
1/8 second
Plus X
f 1.2
3/4 Moonlight
'^
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FIGURE 4-15
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier:
Luminous Gain:
Exposure:
Film:
Iris:
I11^.7inat ion
Galileo
140
1/8 second
Plus X
f 1.2
3/4 Moonlight and City Lights
in Background
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FIGURE 4-16
Photograph Taken 41ith Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier:	 Galileo
Luminous Gain:	 140
Exposure:	 1/8 second
Film:	 Plus X
Iris:	 f 4
Illumination:	 3/4 Moonlight and City Lights
in Background
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FIGURE 4-17
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
^^
i
Image Intensifier:
Luminous Gain:
Exposure:
Film:
Iris:
Illumination:
Galileo
140
1/4 second
Kodacolor II
f 1.2
3/4 Moonlight
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FIGURE 4-20
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier:
Luminous Gain:
Exposure:
Film:
Iris:
Illumination:
ITT
1100
10 seconds
Tr i X
f 1.2
See Figure 4-18
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,^	 FIGURE 4-21
z	 Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier:
	 ITT
Luminous Gain:
	 1100
Exposure:
	 5 seconds
Film:	 Plus X
Iris:	 f 1.2
Illumination:	 See Figure 4-13
i:.
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^^ urination is the watch itself.
-? r Figures 4-23 thro»oh 4-30 *q^ere taken on 18 October 1976 with the. ITT tube at, the
Cow Canyon Saddle location,. with only starlight for illumination.	 The elevation^
at this point is between 4000 and 5000 feet, above the overcast which covered.
.the city that night,	 ..Figure 4-23 was taken in the westerly direction. 	 The
smudge over the truck in the background is from the enlarging process.
4
Figure 4-24 was taken, at nearly the same location and in the same direction as
Figure 4-13.	 This time of course, the illumination was .much lower.. The buttons
'(^`^^ on the shirt are apparently accentuated by high reflectance. ?	 ?]y
ICY
,^,^ Figure 4-25 was. taken on the same road and in the same. direction as Figure 4-24.
^; The bright square shape is a notebook.	 With the unaided eye it was. possible
^^ to barely make out the gate only.	 All ether features were. invisible.
t^M Figure 4-26 is nearly the same scene as Figure. 4-14. 	 .However., a brush fire crossed
^;^ this area between the times when the two photographs were made. 	 The. brush in
Figure '4-26	 ^ the remnant of that shown in Figure 4-14.	 Also, the poles are no
>' longer present..
^''^ Figure 4-27 is the-same _scene as Figure 4-15 and 4-16. 	 However, this time the
city lights were obscured by overcast, leaving only a glow which illuminates
^^ the background._ Points of light were completely obscured to the unaided eye but
^^ did appear faintly in the enlarged photograph. 	 The black spot is the same one
that appears in all of this series . , 'as explained earlier.
^w Figure 4-28 is a close-up of burned vegetation on a ridge, back lighted by the sky..
y^ ^	 _ It demonstrates the detail which can be picked out by .the image. intensifier camera
i 4 when there. is sufficient contrast.
` ^^ Figure 4-29 was taken across the mountains in a westerXy direction towards the
.San Gabriel Valley which is covered. by overcast. 	 The light horizontal streaks
are from the faint glow of city lights, and the bright spots against the moon-
,,;; fain are from automobile headlights on a road several miles away, ;,
Figure 4-30 shows the stars in the northern sky, just .above the ridge... 	 The con-
F stallaton Cassiopeia is ..included in this scene, but it :i.s not readily ..apparent,
'^' probably because lower magnitude stars appear almost as bright as the major: stars
^. . in this photograph. 	 A shorter exposure time might have brought out abetter re-
'	 st r ma ni odes.	 The black`s of	 are due to dirt	 .articles_the	 a	 Plationshi	 between	 g	 PP
=_' on the face plate pf the tube.
' "`F Figures 4-31 and. 4-3^ were-taken at the: same location as above, but using Koda-
'° color TI film.	 Figure 4-31 is the same scene as Figure ,4-27.	 Figure 4-32 is of the^^
- .planet Venus in the .eastern sky.	 The stars 'are also clearly visible in-this
-^ photograph, including the Pleiades group in the constellation Taurus, to the
left and above Uenus.	 The size. of Venus is distorted by	 its intensity._^
Figures 4-33 and 4-34 were taken in the laboratory of a-transparent color. chart,
^-^
-to hest the ability: of the image intensifier camera. to record the .visible colors
-^^^ as monochromatic shades.	 Figure 4-35 is a drawing of the. chart, which consisted
of a view,graph made from the transparent acetate sheets used by illustrators. `,
^^
In Figure 4-33 the .only illumination is from the digital voltmeter, located to
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FIGURE 4-23
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier:
Luminous Gain:
Exposure:
Film:
Iris:
Illumination:
ITT
1800
1 second
Plus X
f 1.2
Star Light
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FIGURE 4-24
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier. Camera
Image Intensifier:	 ITT
. Luminous Gain:	 1800
^^ Exposure:	 1 second
Film:	 Plus X
Iris:	 f	 1.2
Illumination:	 Star Light
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FIGURE 4-25
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
^^u
u
Image Intensifier:
Luminous Gain:
Exposure:
Film:
Iris:
Illumination:
ITT
1800
1 second
Plus X
f 1.2
Star Light
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FIGURE 4-29
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier:	 ITT
Luminous Gain:	 1800
Exposure:	 1/4 second
Film:	 Plus X
Iris:	 f 1.2
Illumination:	 Star Light and Air Glow through
Overcast, and Headlights in
Distance
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FIGURE 4-30
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
,^	 Image Intensifier:
	 ITT
Luminous Gain:
	 1800
Exposure:
	 1/4 second
Film:	 Plus X
Iris:	 f 1.2
Illumination:
	 Star Light
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FIGURE 4-31
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
Image Intensifier:
Luminous Gain:
Exposure:
Film:
Iris:
Illumination:
ITT
1800
10 seconds
Kodacolor II
f 1.2
Star Light and City Lights through
Qvercast in Background
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FIGURE 4-32
Photograph Taken With Image Intensifier Camera
.^ Image Intensifier:
Luminous Gain:
Exposure:
Film:
Iris:
Illumination:
ITT
1800
5 seconds
Kodacolor II
f 1.2
Star Light
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iFIGURE 4-34
Photograph of a Rear Lighted
Transparent Color Chart
Image Intensifier:	 ITT
Luminous Gain:
	 1800
Exposure:	 8 seconds
Fi?m:	 Kodacolor II
Iris:
	 f 1.2
Illumination:
	 Cigarette behind Box which
supports the Color Chart
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}the left of the camera. as shown in Figure 4-18._ A white screen was placed
!^ against the wall behind the chart to reflect light through the pattern. 	 However,
_ Figure _4-33 shows that the pattern was also. projected onto the background, so
that two images of the chart .. appear in the photograph, with superposition of one
^« quadrant..	 Since the spectral response of the . tube over the very narrow band
^: of wave lengths which represent the visible:spectrum is essentially constant, the
' different shapes which appear in the photograph must be due to different re-
flectances and transmissibilities for each of the color segments.. 	 These results
_,	 ' are sufficient to show that under favorable conditions the image intensifier
camera can distinguish. most visible colors acid present them as monochromatic S	 `
shades.	 The main difficulty would appear: to be separating red, orange, and ^
a	 ,	 ; yellow,
'^ Another interesting observation from Figure 4-33-is the reversal; in shades:bet-
ween the color chart and its projected image. on the background. 	 ^'or instance,
the. white segmenf reflects most of its light., transmitting very little to-the
.pattern on the background. 	 Thee clear segment above it reflects virtually no
'
.^	 .^
light, transmitting most of it to the background, which appears light in the.
photograph.
'^ Figure 4-34 is of the same pattern. but rearlighted by a cigarette, which. is
'	 ^^ % behind the box. which support	 the pattern.	 Tn this scene, only the green and'.
blue segments stand out, while the others are virtually invisible. 	 This is
,.
i. partly due to the fact that much of the energy from the cigarette is infrared,
.^; which is not .filtered by any of the segmentsexcept..thegreen and the blue,
giving further proof that the tube is responsive to longer wave lengths well
beyond. the visible region of the spectrum.
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',.^^	 5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 CONCLUSIONS	 r
Y `^ 1. The results of the testing are in general agreement with the conclusions
of Task 1, Tradeoff Analysis. These results demonstrate ,that it is possible
to take good pictures of real. world scenes at very low light levels, which. are
^^
	
	 invisible to the unaided eye,. with a proximity focused image intensfier in-
corporated in a good quality 35 mm camera,. and using ordinary film and process-
ing.
.._
2.	 Both camera approaches tested proved to be feasible, and'will give good re-
,.!	 sults in properly designed configurations_. 	 However,_for the relay lens approach,
^	 ^-	 a special lens design which places tYir.^ entrance pupils close to coincidence would.,:;
be required to obtain	 he desired results. 	 This is not possible .with two stan-
^	 dard photographic lenses such as were used in . this study.
3.	 The cassette approach. offers. several important advantages, 	 It is very
compact compared with the relay lens approach, and if the input face plate of a
standard inten iffier tube design is extended by a few millimeters, camera mo-
^
!	 dificarons are not required.. 	 Easy conversion between a standard camera and an
_ . ,'
'
^	 image intensifier camera is anothervaluab a Feature. a
4.	 Compact battery operated power supplies are readily available for image
!
,
f	 ^ intensifier camera applications if automatic brightnes	 control- . (ABC) is not
needed.
	
Most of the real world photography in this _report did not use ABC, '^
'	 but
	 ,t was necessary 	 to experiment with exposure times to obtain. best results..
ABG would make it easier ` to take good pictures
	
however	 more development will
be required to adequately incorporate ABC in a power supply for the cassette
configuration.
S.	 Both P-11 and P-20 phosphor screens for the image intensifier can be used in
the image intensifier camera, but the P-11 is abetter ..choice if photography is
more important than viewing..	 The P-11 phosphor appears to be less grainy, _and is
a good match with most ordinary photographic films.
:.	 6.	 Either the input or the output side of the proximity focussed tube-can be _'
operated-at ground potential.	 In the relay lens approach, it makes. no difference.
In_the cassette configuration, having the film side grounded avoids high boltage '
problems which can effect the photographic results.
^ -'	 7.	 Phosphor persistence can be troublesome if thefilm is advanced immediately
after an exposure is made,_causing a double exposure., The obvious answer is to
(	 wait a few seconds before advancing,. the film. 	 Phosphor persistence also has_
the effect of lengthening the exposure time, but not significantly,
;.
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" 8.	 Ordinary films (Plus X, Tri X, Panatonic X, and Kodacolor II) gave the best
results.	 High speed. Films such as Kodak 2485 were not Found to be necessary, and '",:
^	
` do not provide as good definition. 	 Color film requires longer exposure, but pro-
!	 ^` vides better definition than the black and white films, even though the tube out-
ti .;^
put is monochromatic.
E
^	 ,
z 9.	 Best performance was obtained with medium or_low gain settings for the
image intensifier tube.	 Highest gain settings were not neces ary, and produced
poor definition pictures due to higher noise and tube saturation. ^`;
S.2	 RECOMMENDATIONS
1.	 The cassette approach. `shows considerable promise for future flight hardware,
and development should be continued. 	 This includes working with the image
"	 J` "' intensifier manufacturer to make design modifications to the tube which will re-
move the necessity to modify the camera. 	 Preliminary discussions indicate that
this modification. will not be difficult.
1
2.	 The two new approaches.described in Section 3.3 for providing automatic
brightness control in the cassette configuration camera should bc::further evaluated,
^ and the best approach should be built and tested. 	 At the present time the pre-
f ferred approach is to integrate .the . screen current and use this to control the ex-
i	 _
4
posure time.
II	 "' 3.	 The power supply should be re-packaged into a compact potted unit which can
:` be incorporated into a camera. 	 It should include automatic brightness control,:
I :and electronic shuttering if the study of ABC approaches determines that elec-
I	 _
1
tropic shuttering. is the_best way to control-exposure.
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APPLICATION REVISIONS
NEXT ASSY USED ON LTR DESCR1PTtON DATE ..APPROVED
UNLESS' OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
DIMENSION$ ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES
ANG ±0°30'
DEC .XX -!-
	
.XXX ±
CONTRACT N0.
DWG NO:
^^ ^ ^ ^ ^_^
AEROSPACE	 DLViSiON
DRAWN
I1vtAGE INTEIVS`IFIER
MATERIAL: CHAD
^_..	 ^	 x l	 .	 ,'
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SIZE
A
CODE IDENT N0.26:561. 39-0426
SCALE. SHEET
	 1 of 5
.	 ®	 1'—LJ4
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1. SCOPE..
r^	 1.1 This specification .establishes the minimum requirements for a Generation II
Proximity Focused Image Intensifier Tube, without power supply, referred to herein
as the Image Intensifier.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2,1 Government Documents. N/A
3. REQUIREMENTS.
3.1 Type and Configuration. The image intensifier shall uSe proximity focusing
for the electron .imaging method and shall incorporate a microchannel plate.
Configuration and maximum overall dimensions. shall be as shown in Figure 1. Unless
otherwise noted, all performance specified herein is based pn input illumination from
a 2854 a K color temperature. tungsten lamp.
3.1.1 Format Size-. The useful screen and photocathode diameter shall be either
18mm or 25mm.
3.1.2 Input Window. The input window'shall be circular wtk^'a flat, planar surface.
:The window material shall be either fiber optics or planar. 7056 glass.
r
Figure 1
Maximum Overall Dimensions
1	 ^ °^
Image
Intensifier
Size A B C
18mm 18mm 1, R in. 1.5 in.
_25mm 25mm. 1.0 in. 2.0 in.
SIZE CODE IDENT NO.
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39-0426
SCALE	 SHEET 2 of 5
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3.1.3 Output Window. The output window shall be circular with a flat, planar
surface. The window material shall be fiber optics. 180 inversion of the image is
permissible.
3.1.4 Photocathode. The photocathode shall be a multialkali type with a minimum
luminous sensitivity of 200 µA/lm. The minimum radiant response at the respective
wavelengths shall be as follows:
Wavelength
	 r4in. Radiant Response
^^
R	 800 nm	 12 mA/[nr
850 nm	 5 mA/W
^	 900 nm	 l mA/W
3.1.5 Phosphor. A P-ll response characteristic is preferred. However,. a P-20
response characteristic is also..acceptable.-
3.1.6 Cathode and :Screen Blemishes. The cathode and screen blemishes shall not
exceed in number or size thos;: specified in Table'I for each of the defined areas.
_^
I
^,^
^^
_ ^,
Area A is defined as the area within a circle 30% of the total useful
diameter, concentric with. the majoraxis of the tube.
Area B is defined as the. area bounded by a circle 30% of the useful
dameter_and a circle 80% of the useful diameter, both of which are concentric.
with the major axis of the tube.
,.
	
	 Area G is defined as the area bounded by a circle 80% of the useful diameter
and a circle 100% of the useful diameter, both of which are concentric . with
the major. axis of the Cube.
• .-^a^-
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SIZE.	 CODE (DENT NO.
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SCALE
	 SHEET
	 3 of 5
F-135
Size of . Blemishes . Observed at Output Screen
Number of Blemshes-
Area A	 .Area B	 Area C
Greater than 0.015" 0 0 0
0.010"	 to	 0..015'" 0 0 2
0.007"
	
to	 0,010" 0 3 5
0.003"	 to	 0.007" 1 18 1.8
`^
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^	 3.1.11 riagnifcation. The input to output optical magnification of the image
intensifier shall be 1±.005.
3.1.12 bistortion. There shall . be no barrel, r^ncushion, or "S" distortion.
3.1.`13 Equivalent Background Input. With no input illumination, the maximum measured
output background shall be equivalent to an input to the image intensifier of 4 x 10-11
-	
lumens/cm2.
3.1.14 Aiaximum Input Illumination. The life characteristics of the image intensifier
shall not be adversely affected by continuous operation at a maximum input level of
2x.10- 4 foot-candles. ..Room lighting or point light sources for short periods shall
not damage the image intensifier.
3.1.15 Environmental Requirements. The image intensifier shall have an operating
temperature range of -18^—C to +38 D C, and a storage temperature. ranf;e of -54D C to
+6$° Cr The image intensifier must withstand shock and vibration equivalent to normal
laboratory handling..
3.1..16 Life. At an input illumination . of 2 x 10`4 foot-candles ., with maximum voltages
applied to the image intensifier, the minimum life shall be 1,000 hours.
3.1.17 Power Requirements.
Operating Voltages (riaximum)
Cathode	 300 VDC
ricrochannel plate	 1000 VD G_
Anode	 SOOO VDC
Operating-Current (Nominal)
1$mm Tube	 25znm .Tube
Cathode	 5 x 10-10 Amp.	 10-g Amp.
^icrochannel plate	 6 x 10
-6 
Amp.	 12 x 10 -6 Amp.
Anode	 3 x 10- 6 _Amp.	 5 x 10-6 Amp,
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3.1.18 Control Capabilities. The image intensifier can be used with a power supply
(not part of this specification) which provides automatic brightness control, remote
gain .control, and gating capability.
3.1.19 Construction. The image intensifier shall be encapsulated or otherwise
protected in a suitable high dielectric strength potting material. Electrical
leadwires, if used, shall be suitably insulated, arid, shall be a minimum of four
p,	 inctzes long. Either .the. photocathode or the anode can be corinected to ground.
3.1.20 Identification and P4arking. The image intensifier shall be legibly marked
with the following minimum information:
a. i^lanufacturers name or trademark
b. Manufacturers part number
c. fanufacturers serial number
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVTSTCNS
4.l llata. Performance measurements and calculations made b y the _manufactur er in
determining compliance with this specification shall be submitted to Perkin-Elmer
with the delivery of .the imagentensifier.
4.2 Certil-cation. A letter of compliance shall accompany delivery of the image
intensifier, certifying that the requirements of this document have been complied
^`
	
	
with; and stating the manufacturer's Fart name, part number, and serial number„ and
the Perkin-Elmer purchase order number:
5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 Packaging and Packing. The image intensifier shall be packaged in such a manner
as to prevent damage during shipmF^nt and storage, and packed to assure acceptance and.
safe delivery by common carrier.
5.2 Marking for Shipment .and Storage, All interior and exterior containers shall
be l^gihly marked. with the quantity, item name, and manufacturer's part number, Buyer's
name, address, and purchase order number and destination.
6. '^^;TES
6.1 Intended Use. -The image intensfier supplied to this specification is intended
for, use in a developmental spaceborne camera system,.
6.2 Ordering Data: Procurement documents. shall specify he following:
a. Title, number, and revision letter of this specification.
'	 b. Vendor submission of test lots and certification of c.ompliarzce
to this specification:
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^-j Exceptions to Perkin-Elmer Specification 39-0426, No Revision
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I
for Proximity Focused Channel Intensifier Tube s 18 mm ^ 25 mm
j
I
!	 :^,^ The Perkin-Elmer specification 39-0426 is acceptable except as modified below..
i
A) Figure	 - change C dimensions to read 1.750 inches for the 18 mm size and
2.050 inchesfor the 25 mm size.	 ^	 ^
E) Para. 3.1.3., Output Window -revise the sentence to read "... fiber antics
s
^with no inversion of the image."
^ C) Para. 3.1.4, Photocathode - change minimum radiant response at g00 nm to
'a
i
`	 ^
read 0.5 mA^W.
r
D) ka.ra. 3.1.7, Luminous Gain -insert after "minimum" the words "for P-20
`^
output phosphor, 2800 ft-Ljft-c. minimum for P-11 output phosphor,"
j E) Mara. 3.1.8, Output Brightness -revise sentence to read "... foot-lamberts . -
i for P-20 output .and 0.5 foot-lamberts for i -11 output (see Para. 3..1.14)."
F) Para. 3.1.g, Output Brightness Uniformity - change "± 10°^" to read ":t 20^'" .
'^
^,
G) Para. 3.1,10,. Limiting Resolut'^on - change "25" to read "22-24 "
^ H) Para. 3.1.14	 Maximum Input Illumination -:substitute the following para- 	 ';
graphs:	 i
'{ ^ The	 .characteristics oaf the image intensifier shall not be.life
^ adversely affected by con{:,nuous operation on fixed voltage
I power supplies at a maximum input level of 2 X 10 -	ft-c ...for
:.^ exposures in the. order of seconds.
^- Room lighting and point. light sources are to be avoided.	 With
'^
proper ABC and bright source protection provisions in the ,power 	 -3
supplies, accidental short .duration exposures to the move 	
-^
..; sources. shall not damage the
	 usage intensifier,!
^	 ^ I)
§
Para. 3.1.15, Environmental Requirements - change "68°C." to xead " +49°C.
1
' J) Para. 3.1.16,. Life -revise sentence to read "The following shall be con-
sidered as'a design goal: at an input illumination of l X 10- 6 foot-candles,
with voltages applied to the image intensifier to provide 3^4 of the rated
luminous gain, no more than 50jo 'loss in luminous gain may occur in 1,000 	 `
..
.hours of operation.
K), 1?ara. 3;1,a7, Power Requirements - change cathode voltage to 200 and micro- 	 ?
channel plate voltage to y00.
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x	 G2	 Supply
^^	 Phosphor
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Power Supply Connections
	
^°^	 9000 Series Tubes
tYet,^o:^) 
^.+ Anode	 V (A - C^r1A outp
2 t )	 r^, j,%-^'^., P	 ^._ Power ^	 'I= 1x10 amp /cm (max)
/	 \	 ^T_—Supply
	
^^	 ^ Phosphor ^ ,.
'^ ^^ (^;-men)
.'	 ^ t Screen	 + -	 a--'.+ CEMA	 V {CET;A out - CEI^A in)
t View	 ^	 ^^..Power.	 I= 2.5x10° 6 .amp/cm2 (max)
^,	 ^j o	 ^- Supply
r	 \	 ,; ^
	
----«e"'--- ^—+I Cathode	 V tCEMA input -.cathode)..
C61^e; __ ^ Power	 I= 2x0- 10 amp/cm2 (max.)
^ Supply
	
°.	 8000 Series Tubes
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^^^	 --
=.
_ phosphor ^, i	 ^	 LI Po^tiTer	 V (Anode . - Cathode)
I'	 _^	 ; Screen	 ^ Supply	 I= 1x10- 7 amp/cm2 Amax)
,` `^ View
•	 C	 {^?vim)`
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	 ^.	 __	
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Notes; 1. Maximum curie nts are determined. by the .area of the cathode
:actually illuminated.
2. Actual system ground should be chosen based on specific
	
A^	 application. Suggestions;
.^ A, Grounded Anode - to- he: used ^^hen direct- contact to
the output fiber optics is required. 'r1AI`E SURE
CEMA and CATHODE PO^drR SUPhLIES I^i^1VE A pLQUATE HIGH
VOLTAGE. ` ISOLATI0;^1S .
B. Grounded G2 - simplest method when direct contact
to either tube face is ..not required. - Cathode voltage
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can be surr].;.t=_L.i btu ^ b^Ctc:r^ ^^^ttl^ ^^t lo^ise 1,000 volt:
	
^^	 in^ulc^tio^cz to crUU^1^3.
	
^	 C, Grounded Cathode - to be used „inert direct or near
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_,^ APPENDIX	 C
^j ^; ANALYSIS OF IMAGE ILLUMINATION BY RELAY LENSES
^'i.,
^, INTRODUCTION
The following analysis was prepared by Mr, Earle B. Browne, Supervisor,	 r
^^ Technical Staff, of the Optical. Technology Division of Perkin-Elmer. 	 It first
derives the case for a simple lens, Equation 9 in this analy^.s,
	
For an object
x at infinity {m = 0) this becomes Equation 3 ` in Section 4..z of the Task.1 report.
€	
. ^"`
^^ The second analysis considers the more complicated but also more realistic case
of a combination of complex thick lenses. 	 The derivation is then solved numerically
for two combinations, designated land 2 in this analysis. 	 The numerical solu-^,,
,.
Lion for combination l '(two 55 mm, f/1.2 lenses for 35 mm format) results in an
^' ^^' I/B of .045.
	
For combination 2 (55 mm and 25 mm lenses for 16 mm format) I/B
^^ ^ equals .042, which is not a significant difference. 	 Thus it can be assumed
f that the illumination at the film plane. for the brassboard design for 16 mm
format would be about the same as for the brassboard designed for 35 mm format..
i
^-; 1.	 CASE . FOR A SIMPLB LENS
f
l^:
Consider the diagram in Fig. 1. 	 Alight-emitting area, A, is imaged at p' 	 ,
by a lens,. L, the object distance being r and the image distance, r'. 	 We w^<sh
' lfi to determine the illuminance (flux per unit area) at A', knowing the luminance
I ` ^'
G.
d.^ (flux per unit . area per unit solid angle) at A.
f
i' '^°' If B is .the luminance at A, then it is clear from inspection that the illuminance 	 '
^ ^RF at. A' will bei
1j
G
F
^.
I=_ B 5 2 A r	 (1)	 ^
a
^> ^
^;
rf
^;, where ^
	
isthe solid angle of the 	 ens entrance-pupil as seen from A. 	 ?
^ ^e^ ;,':
^	 ' ^ Now, 2	
'.
:•
4 r2
,,
-'
and:k.J
A
t	 '
= - (r ) 2 = ui^, the magnification
	 (3)
(r	)
_^ ;`.
^;
_
,r
,
,.._k
,^
_..'.
;-^J
f2 ^M.
,^
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From the lens formula
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..f ^ L + 1	 1	 f 5)=
r
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r	 r'	 f
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wheref is the lens focal length.....Hence, from (5) and l3) we obtain.
;.
r	 _	 f	 1 + m	 ^6) `
m
^,
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...yielding, after substitution in (4)
,
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_	 ,^ D	 B	 (7 )
4f2 (1 + m)2 ,
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where N is the relative. aperture of the 'lens. 	 Thus,. we finally obtain.
.
^^
l	 =	
^BT	
^9)
;, <..,^ 4N2 (1 + m)2 .
^^
'
.m^^
the factor T hiving been included. to account .for . the lens transmissivty. -,
a
.,
For an object. at infinity (ordinary photographic situation), m = 0, and the. <'
^-^ ^^ quantity in paren"theses-.becomes. unity, yielding the familiar formula for
-cameras:, 71
^ When the lens., L,'becomes a combination of 	 enses, then it is useful to note
^- that the: relative aperture,, N, is that. corresponding to the-effective aperture ^	 ''
and focal length of the ,lens combination.- Also, that the distances r-and r'
!,.
;
are the distances to the principal planes of the. combination.
,,
^.^ Zn particular, when L consists of two objectives "back-to-back" (collimated
-	 ;3
t
MF. light between), the effective focal length (and relative aperture) of the '.
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t y
^combination depends upon the separation., d, between the second principal .plane q
of the first lens and the first principal plane, of the second.	 Hence, the
^	 ,';illumination depends upon the separation. 	 However, the magnification, m, in ^:k
"` this particular case, is independent of < the separation., and is simply the ratio
of the. <focal lengths. ^!
,^
+^
7 ",	 a
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2. CASE FOR A RELAY COMPOSED OF ;	 ^	 ^'
TWO :COMPLEX LENSES
^r^ When an image is farmed'by a combination of-thick-lenses, instead. of the '`thin"
lens assumed in the. prior .discussion, the situation is more complicated.	 The
relative aperture which would be applicable for this case is a mathematical
„4 combination of the . parameters of the two lenses -the location of their princi-
pal planes and pupils.
Figure 2 shows the arrangement in schematic form..
Pl ' P a' Plb' P 2b are the first and sPCOnd principal planes'of the lenses (a)
^-^
an^ (b 2j; EPb	is the entrance pupil plane (image of the aperture stop as seen
from theob^ect space) of lens (b); d is the physical separation between the
two exterior glass surfaces as shown.	 ffl is the front focal-length'of .lens .	(a),
a'	 k„ which lcoates the object position. 	 It will be noted that the principal planes ;^;
^'	 ,^
^'
of the lenses are shown "crossed",.which.. is a common situation.
The basic equation for the illumination. _at the final image plane is the same as
^
,-
^	 ^^
..
before (Equation (1) with the transmissionfactor:T .added).,.
^1
^}
,r
r	
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It' and we must now determine the appropriate values ofSZ and A/A'.
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'.	 r..
The solid angle.. of collection, SZ
	
is ..	 r,
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^	 ^	 ..,
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.	 F:
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L
^	 4^'	 (11)
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^'" where w-is the plane .angle subtended by ,the entrance pupil of .the. lens combi- "
' nation (entrance pupil of lens (b) as ..imaged by lens 	 (a)), or
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s	 = e^.d+p2a
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z_^ and
` r	 ff1 + Pla + s'
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and fa ;;A _ (15)
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'^ In-a practical case, the simplest procedure is probably to physically measure
,_,.
c^	 on an optical bench and then apply Equation (10) directly.
^^ Table l shows numerical results for two hypothetical combinations of a relay
,,	 ^
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composed of two complex lenses..
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TABLE 1
FOR TWO HYPOTHETICAL. COMBINATIONS OF A RELAY COMPOSED	 '.
,'
OF .TWO COMPLEX LENSES
,^
Let the parameters be (referring to Figures 2 and 3}:	 ^
Combination Combination
^-*	 `
,r
(for 35 mm for^►at) (for 16 mm format)
55 mmfa 55 mm
'^ f b 5S mm 25 mm	 ;
. ^. ^^^
^^ ff 1 43 mm 43 mm
'^	 :	 ^
..^.
^ ^ Pla 12 mm
.^
12 mm
'	 '^ P2a 22 mm 22 mtn
-^
'
d 10 mm 10 mm
x^
^.., EPb 4 6 mm 18 mm
^^.^ a
"^^ e_ 15 mm 7 mm	 r^
^
:^ T 0 .60 0 .60
^,^
then
.I
Ra s 4 T ttun 3 9 mm
s' 25.3 mm 23 mm
'-.	 ,fj
^^ r 80.3 mm 78 mm
^^'^
EP'
,, -.
24.8 mm 10.6 mmf
w 0..308 rad 0.136 rad
^ ^^
,.
^ 52 O.OZ5 sr 0.0145 sr
a
^^;
^,, A/A' 1.0 4,84	
}
^"` I/B
_	
p ..045 0 .042
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i TEST AND CALIBRATION PLAN ^
^^
•^ -
x,
p.
`	 ^	 ^^, 1.0	 Purpose
^'^ The purpose of this plan is to establish an approach and procedure outline for
r testing the brassboard for an image intensifier camera system being developed
'
'
by Perkin-Elmer. for NASA/Johnson Space Center.
a^.,^
^
2.0	 Discussion {
_^
' The purpose of the brassboard is to providea vehicle for testing. approaches, '
°'^ performance predictions, and conclusions arrived at in the trade-off analysis,
! I	 ^^, Task l of the study.	 Since the design does not have strictly defined perform-
^	 ^ ante goals, this is not an acceptance test,- 	 Instead,. it is intended to 'provide..
'^	 }_ an approach to a testing program which will establish optimum combinations of
variables for achievngbest performance, as well as a means to test results
^^ and conclusions that were arrived at through analysis . 	 Because of unknowns., `
the test plan_is flexible, so that its direction can be changed or modified if
necessary as resul stare obtained.
.,
^	 ^ The test. program dill consist of two parts, laboratory test, and field test.
i	 "'" Tests in the laboratory will allow separation o.f input and. system variables,
^	 _ both for measuring performance, and for determining optimum combinations.	 Tests ^,
}	 ^ in the field,. using typical scenes tinder typical conditions, are the only caay to '
^' . determine the .real capabilities of the system.
i
'	
r As an approach to planning the laboratory tests, Table 1 examines the variables
, F^ that can be manipulated singularly and in combinations..	 Three. are scene
variables, while the - other three are . system variables.	 Obviously tests of all
'
^, combinations is neither necessary nor practical.
^^ ^^
i,
,^ LUMINANCE
^ C _ The first and most significant scene variable is luminance, since this is
4 ,^a related direct y to the primary pur pose of the camera.	 The test luminance will
^ range from the goal for minimum scene level to the maximum recommended inter- 	 6
-5	 10-
^^
mittent light-level for'the image intensifier, 10_ 9 to 10candela/cm` (3 x
3x:10-2 foot-lambert ).	 Tests	 variable luminance levels will provideto	 under^
^
an opportunity for system calibrations, as cae11 as for determination of optimum
^ combinations of exposure times and . intensifier gains. j
^n
^-
f	 p^^ Results caill be evaluated both by photometry and film. 	 Pho ometric measurements
'	 ^ wz1.1 be by photodiode and brightness spot meter:.-Film density will he determined
:	 ;'" with the Perkin-Elmer Microdensitometer.	 .Film type will not be a `variable unless
V•;,G test results indicate that the type cho^^^n by analysis does not perform as well
as expected and that ano her	 ype might be better suited.
_
r~:^
^^
Illumination caill be broadband, determined by the output of the ten inch luminance
,
standard.	 An opal glass window at the three inch'openng will establish a uniform
brightness at a known abject position.' 	 Combinations of uniform neutral, density
filters and a step filter will establish light levels for input to the brassboard.
"shadesThe. Microdensitometer will establish film densities and 	 of gray" for com-
bnations of luminance values and system variables, from which will be established
optimum settings for the tests which folloca.
f
.^
1
S CED7E SYSTEM
Geometry and
Variables Luminance Spectrum Contrast Exposure T^ fain Film
l^chieved Neutral Spectral- Test Patterns a: Camera ^larying Selecting
By:	 _ Density Filters and Targets Shutter Screen ^ntimum Film
Filters b. I 2 eating Voltage
QbjecCive Calibration & Verify Distortion and Compare T'[ethods netermne Verify Choice
^f Test: Useable Spectral Limiting and Determine optimum for e of Film
—,
Operating Range Resolution Optimum Values Various
.Range' conditions
Anticipated 10-9 to 10-5 35^nm min. max. 25'lp/mm '.Q01.	 to	 5	 sec. l Decade l Type Only
Test Range:. Candela/cm? 930nm max. (max.	 to
__.^, (3x1C ^' to 1/10 max.,)
3x10- 2 foot-
lambert}
Test Equipment Luminance Std. Same;. Plus Luminance Std. a. gone Variable o^lak 2485 Film
and TiaCerial Opal `Class Spectral and Light 'Box, h. Gated Pottier Voltage Pottier
Required: TT.D. Filters Filters Targets and. Supply Supply
Step Filter Grid.
evaluation a. Photometry a. Photometry a.	 Film Film a. Photometry . hserve General
lethod: b. Film (Density) b. Film (Density) (Distortion). (Density) h, Film (Density) erformance in
b.	 Film c. Film ests with Film
(Resolution) (P,esolution)
Instrumentations'a. Sensor a.	 Sensor a. Visual a. ^Tisual a. Sensor. Visual
b. Pticro- b. `Micro- Evaluation Evaluation h. Micro- Evaluation
densitometer denstometer h. Micro- h. T•Scro- densitometer r4icro-
densitometer densitymeter densitometer
a
i
1
_.^
;:^
.
t
_
.
;,
i
SPECTRUM
F
The variable luminance tests, in abbreviated form, twill be repeated for two
narrow frequency bands, close to the expected extremes of wave length over
which the image intensifier is expected to perform (350 and. Q3^ nanometers)
This . test will roughly establish the limits of useful wave length .for the
i ^
!'
brassboard.
^^ GEOMETRY AND CO?^TRAST
Distortion and resolution will be measured by photographing ihumina.te^3 test 1
Ls patterns and targets.	 Resolution will be measured by inserting;. targets in
series with the neutral density filters in the set up for luminance tests.
Variables will include luminance level and high and lota contrast targets.
L':3 '^	
Results will be measured on the film both by visual examination and with the
Microdensitometer.	 Because the three inch opening in the luminance standard will
-^ have a diameter on the-.film of about 1/3 of the .available field of the 25mm image .^
intensifier, the set up for luminance tests . will not be suitable for determining
^^'' distortion.	 Since precise control of luminance will not be required for this.
.measurement, an 8"'x 10"light box with suitable attenuation will be used: to
illuminate a glass test grid.	 Distortion will be determined from the film, using
^.::! the: Mcrodensitometer.
FTELD PHOTOGRAPHY
^,
The results of. the laboratory tests will be .used to determine the best combination of
system variables° for tests in the .field. 	 Field test. plans will be kept : flexible,
^^
Iii n' and will he varied-as requi-red as `results . Ire obtained, in line with the develop-
^^' mental nature of the program. 	 .Night scenes will include photographs of the heavens,
as well as terestal scenes under various conditions of natural illumination.
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3.0
	 Equipment .and Instrumentation
a' Luminance Standard.	 Photo Research Corporation
^G (10" sphere-3" opening)
r.
.tt
'
"! Brightness Spot Meter	 Photo Research Corporationk }^
i t
,,"
Microdensitometer	 Perkin-Elmer Corporaticil^
Model 101OA
Photo-:Diode	 r
`i
Precision
^
Neutral Density
Filters (3), 50mm Squ. Glass
^^ Densities	 1.0,	 2.0, 4.0
^^
_„
(0, 1% transmission accuracy st 550nm)
;^
a.
', Step Neutral	 ',.
Density'Filter
{! 21 steps; Densities:
;,
.,05 to 3.05
;:
^^ Interference Filters (2)
APProxima ely 400 nm
^' and 850 nm center frequencies.
' SOmm Squ. Glass
4'
^^
f
Optical Bench
a Test. Targets (2)
.^ (USAF Tri Bar)
^,
,^
High contrast and low -contrast
^
^.^ Light Box...8.._x "lc"^"	
,
^; Test Pattern
:: ($rid)	 _.^^
,9 Film, tyrz 2485	 Kodak
F.
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4.0
	 Procedure
^^
i
A.	 Luminance
1.	 .Set-up the luminance. standard at one end of the optical bench, on
axis with the bench.
,^ 2.	 Set the luminance standard for 3^.0 foot-lamberts (its lowest calibrated
value).
''	 ^ 3.	 TJith the brightness spot meter at the position on the. bench to be
r
occupied by the brassboard (no less than 2 feet from the luminance standard)•,
measure the output of the luminance standard.
^.	 P%ace the opal glass in front of the opening of the luminance standard,
" and increase . the output of the standard until. the same reading is obtained
as in step 3._
S.	 Attenuate the output of the luminance standard with neutral densit•y
',
^
^
filters, in steps of approximately one decade from 3 x 10-h tc, 3 x 10-z
foot-lamberts.
	 iJith a photodiode installed at the film p lane in the camera,
make..a measurement at each .luminance level with ful]. gain on the image
('	 .,, intensifier tube.
	 Repeat at several lower gain values docan to one-tenth
-
' maximum. gain,
	 Use this data to construct system calibration curves .(output
versus scene .luminance for e^^ch gain setting).
C` 6.	 Set up the brassboard on
	 he optical bench, focus the lens, and expose
^^
film. for each input 'light level of _step S.
	 The tube gain and shutter
exposure time should be varied .
 at each level if necessary to give .optimum
results..	 .The analysis from the Task 1 report plus the data from step 5
should help in finding the best gain setting for each condition.
	 The step
"' filter should also be used at least. once at each luminance level to assist
in establishing best combination of gain and exposure values..
^
^^ 7.	 Develop film for maximum. speed,. (exposure Xndex 8000), in accordance
with Kodak instructions.
'
^,^
8.	 Make density measurements on the film using the Microdensitometer.
--'
^
9.	 Evaluate performance, and estaUlished guide lines for determining- y4h-
optimum combinations of image intensifier gain and camera exposure for
^k ^ different luminance levels.
.^^
8.	 Spectrum
i,
^b%r
1.	 During step.A-h above, repeat exposures at maximum luminance using
n^ interference filters to roughly establish. the upper and ].over cutoff
wavelengths fox the system.
	 The interference filters should be selected in
^bs
conjunction with the spectral curvefor the lamp.
^^ 2.	 Repeat B-1'above at reduced luminance. values (dokm to minimum value for
which meaningful results are'obtaned).
^^
k ;;
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^^
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3. Develop film.
,:
^;
t 4.	 ?^4ake density measurements.
`"
,:
^;
,.,
5.	 Determine approximate cutoff wavelengths for useful system performance.
n.^
C.	 Resolution
i
-^^' 1.	 Durng_step A-6, repeat exposures at maximum and minimum luminance with .high
{` x`# and. low contrast L'SAF targets in place after the N.D.-filters. 	 For each com-
i` bination of luminance and contrast., make one exposure at maximum gain/minimum.
,,
^:
exposure, and another at minimum gain/maximum exposure.
tt ^
:. 2.	 nevelop film.'	 r
^,
._ 
f
y.
4, ..
_
3.	 Determine resolution by visual evaluatian,'and with the Mi.crodensitometer.
` 4.	 EvaluaLp resolving capabilities of the system for combinations of variables
^ i '
„, ,^
(luminance/gain/exposure)., .and compare with the analytical predictions ,of Task 1,
{^
,;
`,&
D.	 Distortion
::
1.	 Using the brightness spot meter for correlating luminance levels, set up
"^ the light. box with NrD. fi ]aers and the test grid.
s
::. ^
2.	 Photograph the grid, using full gain, and with exposure time compatible
` with the light ..level . from the bor.. ^^
i
^.
3,	 Develop the film.
4.	 Analyze system distor ion using the. Mcrodensitometer. ^'.
,,
' _,_ E.	 Exposure Control
..^ `l.	 During tests-where exposure time is a variable, make some. tests-both with
the shutter-and..-with scxeen voltage gating. 	 Compare results.
.,
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